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Editor’s note

ere is the last
issue
of
Aboutcamp BtoB. Our
technical journalists
have worked hard to
offer you some relevant articles on “hot”
topics such as the
Antonio Mazzucchelli
growth of the walls
Editor in Chief
"slide
out"
on
European vehicles and the automatic gearbox
system applied to motorhomes. We have inserted also special interviews with the technical
director of Trigano VDL and the CEO of
StudioSYN about design, innovation, new styles
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and functions. This issue anticipates two important exhibitions: The National RV Trade Show in
Louisville and the CMT in Stuttgart. I will participate to both: if you like to meet me, you can
contact me on my mobile phone +39
3355338977. We are already looking at the
12th issue of Aboutcamp BtoB, that you will
receive by early April 2016. The spring issue will
anticipate the NSW Supershow exhibitions of
Sydney and the All in Caravaning Show of
Beijing.
For info, write to direttore@aboutcamp.eu or
call us at +39 3355338977
Antonio Mazzucchelli

Newly registered caravans and motorcaravans worldwide 2014
Country

2013

2014

Variation %

North America

321100

356750

11,1

Europe

137700

137320

-0,3

Australia

28000

30500

8,9

Japan

4500

4425

-1,7

South Africa

4200

4200

0

New Zealand

2900

3000

3,4

China

1300

1600

23,1

Other

3000

3500

16,7

Total

502700

541295

7,7
Figures by CIVD

European leisure vehicle sales skyrocketing
Sales of new caravans and motor caravans up by double digits

Aboutcamp is a magazine registered with the Milan Court on 7
Oct. 2009 at No. 427

ccording to figures released
by the European Caravan
Federation (ECF), the European leisure vehicle industry achieved outstanding sales results during the
first half of this year, with total
sales rising by a robust 10.1 percent, to 97,769 newly registered
leisure vehicles.
Sales rose in virtually all European
leisure vehicle markets during the
first half of this year. The strongest
growth in the three largest sales markets
occurred in the UK, where leisure vehicle sales
for the first half of the year were up by 15.3
percent, to 19,145 units. Leisure vehicle sales
in France rose by 10.7 percent, to 16,505
units, while sales in Germany were up by 9.2
percent, to 31,353 units. It is noteworthy that
with 31,353 newly registered motor caravans
and caravans, Germany has once again increased its lead over all other European markets in
this domain. During the first half of the year,
sales of new motor caravans in Europe rose by
a robust 11.9 percent, to 54,273 units, while
caravan sales rose by 7.9 percent to 43,496
units. Sales in two of Europe’s most important
motor caravan markets, Germany and the UK,
rose by double digits during the first half of
this year. In the UK, a total of 12,757 new
caravans were sold, an increase of 11.5 percent. New caravan sales rose in Germany
during the first half of the year by 10.6 percent, to 12,046 units. Sales in the Netherlands
– traditionally a market where caravan sales
are strong, but where sales have declined stee-
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Would you like to receive the
print edition of Aboutcamp BtoB?
It is free of charge!
Subscribe on
www.aboutcampbtob.eu or scan the
QR code with you smartphone

HELP US TO HIT A BULL’S-EYE
This edition of Aboutcamp BtoB is sent free of
charge to over 500 motorhome and caravan
manufacturers all over the world. It contains extremely close-up and specific information on a selection of international component manufacturers.
The recipient of this quarterly should therefore be
the purchasing manager and/or technical office
manager as well as company management.
Therefore, please help us to put our magazine
in the right hands, providing us with the reference name or names in your company. You can indicate the correct names by sending an e-mail to
redazione@aboutcamp.eu or faxing us at +39-0258437051. Thank you for your cooperation.

ply in recent years – showed signs of recovery
during the first six months of this year, with
sales amounting to 4,074 caravans – a 9 percent increase. Europe’s strongest motor caravan markets registered robust sales growth
during the first half of this year. According to
current ECF figures, sales of new motor caravans in the UK rose by 23.6 percent to 6,388
vehicles. In France, sales increased by 14.9
percent, to 12,291 vehicles. And in Germany a
total of 19,307 motor caravans were sold – an
8.4 percent increase over the first six months
of last year. Having incurred a number of sales
declines in recent years, the Italian motor caravan market rebounded this year, achieving
sales of 2,590 new units for the first half of
the year – a 5.1 percent increase.
"The increase of sales in the European leisure
vehicle market that we forecast last year has in
fact exceeded all expectations; and thus we
are figuring on sales growth of more than 6
percent for the year as a whole," said HansKarl Sternberg, general secretary of the
European Caravan Federation (ECF).
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News

MARKET & PRODUCTS

Dexter Axle and AL-KO VT to Close Strategic Combination
exter, the leading designer and manufacturer of trailer axles, brakes and related components in North America, has agreed to
acquire AL-KO Vehicle Technology ("VT") from AL-KO Kober SE. The
combination of the two companies, to be named DexKo Global Inc.,
will create the global leader in trailer axle and chassis supply with sales
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approaching nearly $1 billion. The transaction is expected to close at
year end. DexKo Global Inc. will be majority owned by funds managed
by The Sterling Group, Dexter's current majority owners. The combined
company will include AL-KO Kober SE as a significant shareholder.
Dexter and AL-KO VT will remain under their current brands as market
leaders in their respective geographies. Dexter's headquarters will
remain in Elkhart, Indiana. Headquartered in Kötz, Germany, AL-KO VT
is the leading European designer and manufacturer of trailer axles, trailer and caravan components, chassis and motorized chassis. The company operates from 20+ locations around the world, including in
Europe, Australia, South Africa, China and South America. Dexter is the
clear market leader in quality, innovation and service in North America.
The addition of its European counterpart will result in an even stronger
organization. The two companies will be able to leverage shared resources and technology, as well as the advantages of a global footprint and
significantly expanded scale. At closing, Fred Bentley, current Dexter
board member and former CEO of Maxion Wheels, will be named
President and CEO of DexKo Global Inc. Adam Dexter will continue in
his current responsibilities as President and CEO of the US-based Dexter.
Kevin Garland, a Partner at The Sterling Group, will continue as
Chairman of the Board. Stefan Kober, CEO of AL-KO Kober SE, will be
named Vice Chairman of the Board.

Dometic appoints Samuele Meda
as Chief Product Designer

Hermann Pfaff to succeed Klaus Förtsch
as a board member of the ECF

ometic Group AB (“Dometic”), the global market leader in
branded solutions for mobile living, appoints Samuele Meda as
Chief Product Designer. The appointment is part of Dometic’s strategy to further strengthen its position as the product leader in the
industry. With Samuele’s extensive experience from Electrolux, he
will play a pivotal role in Dometic’s ambition to develop smart and
reliable products with outstanding design.
A core part of Dometic’s strategy is to further expand the company’s
product leadership by increasing focus and investment on product
development. The appointment of Samuele Meda as Chief Product
Designer is a testament to that strategy and an important step in
strengthening Dometic’s Product Management & Innovation (PMI)
organisation. In his new role, Samuele Meda will work with
Dometic’s entire product portfolio, through all phases of product
development, from early innovation to complete industrialisation.
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ermann Pfaff, president of Caravaning
Industrie Verband e.V. (CIVD) and chief executive officer of Hymer Business Development
GmbH, recently became a member of the board
of the European Caravan Federation (ECF). He is
replacing Fendt-Caravan GmbH chief executive
officer Klaus Förtsch, who resigned from the
board owing to his decision to end his involvement in daily operations. He served on the board
for nine years. “We’d like to thank Mr. Förtsch for the outstanding
work he’s done over the past nine years, during which time he has
actively worked toward fulfillment of ECF goals, and we wish him
all the best for the future,” said Hans‐Karl Sternberg, general secretary of the European Caravan Federation (ECF). “Mr. Förtsch is
being replaced by a worthy successor in Hermann Pfaff, whose
international expertise in the leisure‐vehicle industry will be a great
asset to our organization,” Mr. Sternberg added.

Hybrid cooking by Thetford
hetford introduces the Topline
98 Hybrid series, combining
induction and gas cooking. The
Topline 98 Hybrid series offers
the combination of one
induction hob and two gas
burners, available in two
different glass shapes. Being part
of the Topline cooking range, it is made of the highest quality of
Schott Ceran black glass, which is both appealing and easy to clean.
lnduction offers fast cooking, gas cooking allows users to cook everywhere, giving maximum flexibility. It is possible to use both induction and gas at the same time. At maximum power, the induction
hob requires up to 7A which is nowadays available at almost all campsites throughout Europe. The induction hob warms up quickly,
especially with the Automatic Heat Up Function. Induction is also
very efficient, converting 90% of supplied power into cooking energy. Therefore almost all heat is used to heat up the pan instead of
the glass top. By heating only the pan, induction cooking also brings
safety, as the glass surface doesn’t get excessively hot and won’t
remain warm for long. If the surface is hot, the residual heat will be
indicated by the LED sign above the control knob. The built in Child
Safety Lock can be easily activated and deactivated. The design of
the hob is determined by the shape of the glass and the positioning
of the cooking pans. Both shapes offer a compact yet ergonomic
and practical layout, facilitating easy cooking.
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All in CARAVANING: a big success
hina’s caravanning and camping market is growing, and that
development was felt as well at the latest All in CARAVANING
in Beijing in June 2015: 294 exhibitors participated in the trade fair,
which drew more than 11,000 visitors in search of information on
the best in camper vans, caravans, mobile homes, base vehicles and
accessories, plus holiday and leisure offerings. Even though the
boom in the Chinese automotive market is over, solid moderate
growth continues. Among those benefiting is the caravanning and
camping industry, which is enjoying ever greater popularity. The segment is still young; measured against the size of the country and in
light of a growing middle class with money to spent, sales are still
relatively low. But along with the increasing interest come greater
business opportunities, buoyed in part by the dynamic expansion of
campsites and caravanning tourism offerings. Five years ago, barely
100 campsites existed nationwide; today there are 500. Compared
to Europe, of course, this number is still low: from Norway to Sicily,
there are some 30,000 campsites. All in CARAVANING is the leading
trade fair for camper vans, caravans, accessories and related travel
offers and, thanks to its intriguing supporting programme, draws
dedicated fans and curious families alike. What’s more, it has already become a central hub where experts from the national and international caravanning and tourism sector come together and share
their experiences. The next All in CARAVANING will take place at the
Beijing Exhibition Centre from 18 to 20 June 2016.
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Dometic GmbH - In der Steinwiese 16 - 57074 Siegen - Germany
Tel: +49(0)271/692-120
Email: info@dometic.de

With Saneo the comfort
rises to a higher level
The Saneo is an ultra-compact and lightweight toilet that can be turned 90 degrees in either direction, providing optimal and ergonomic seating. It offers a new and highly effective impulse flushing
system with automatic stop function, an anti-splash-back protection device and a self-closing lid and
toilet seat. Customers can also choose a high quality ceramic inlay and a touch panel using similar
controls as a smart phone. It is the first RV toilet developed in modern residential design, supporting
the industry trend of increased demand for improved level of mobile comfort.
Words Giorgio Carpi

he Saneo has been designed and engineered by
Dometic’s design team in
Siegen, Germany and has
been introduced globally to Dometic’s
customers in EMEA,
Americas and Asia
Pacific. It is available as
part of the original RV
interior and in the
aftermarket through
Dometic’s global dealer and distribution
network.
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RV toilet for ultimate demands
A well designed sanitation area contributes a great deal to the holiday feeling on
board a caravan or motorhome.
Everything should be as comfortable as
possible. With this in mind, Dometic presented a new toilet generation that leaves
nothing to be desired. Some of the numerous details of the new Dometic Saneo
Comfort are even patented or patent
pending.
The
ultra-compact
and
lightweight toilet comes with a lot of
impressive features and functions. The
Dometic Saneo offers a new and highly
effective impulse flushing system with
automatic stop function (AFC –
AdaptiveFlushingControl), an Inses
touch panel using similar controls
like a smart phone, an anti-splashback protection device, a self-closing lid and toilet seat
(AutoClosing
system),
a
DualClose valve for maximum
safety when the cassette tank
has been removed.The toilet is
prepared for installation of the
well known SOG exhaust system.
Ideal for use in motorhomes and
caravans is the hygienic, easy to

clean ceramic inlay. The practical tank cap holder comes in
very handy when the tank is
discharged. Dometic Saneo
Comfort is available in two
model versions – with or
without a seven-litre flush
water tank. Despite the
toilet’s extremely compact outside dimensions, its waste water
tank holds 16 litres.
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CMT 2016 - CARAVAN, MOTOR, TOURISM

Welcomes the world
CMT is the largest innovation show with vehicle and accessories manufacturers for the season opening in
January presenting around 120 innovations and world premières. The presentations take place within the
scope of separate press conferences or in the "Accessories Speed Dating" event organised by Messe Stuttgart.
The new Hall 10, whose area is almost 15,000 square metres, is to be put into operation for CMT 2018.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

MT is the world's largest public trade
fair for tourism and leisure. With
over 240,000 visitors and approximately 2,000 exhibitors every year, the
Stuttgart-based CMT trade fair (Caravan,
Motor, Tourism) always marks the start of a
new tourism year in January. Five of the nine
halls on the Stuttgart trade fair grounds
(total area: 105,200 square metres) are
dedicated to the topic "Camping and
Caravanning" during CMT. All well-known
manufacturers showcase themselves and
their vehicles in Halls 1, 2, 3 and 5. With an
area of over 10,000 square metres, Hall 7 is
reserved for accessories and is one of the
most visited halls. The topic of "Tourism" is
addressed in Halls 4, 6 and 8. Here destinations from all over the world show their
highlights to the financially strong CMT visitors who enjoy travelling. The offer is complemented with alternating exhibitions in
Hall 9: On the first CMT weekend the
Cycling and Adventure Holidays with Hiking
Exhibition takes place, then on the second
weekend it is time for Golfing and Wellness
Holidays, as well as Cruises and Ship Travel.
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Carav anning continues to grow
The topic "Camping and Caravanning"
has experienced strong growth in recent
years – and there is no end in sight. This is
reflected at CMT with a constantly growing offer. The close link between camping/caravanning and tourism offers is
unique: visitors, who solely come to CMT
for the tourism offers, mainly come from
southern Germany. Visitors interested in
camping and caravanning com
e from all over the country to the event.
The visitor figures from the neighbouring
countries are also increasing. In Stuttgart
exhibitors meet an interested and financially strong public and have the opportunity here to easily convince newcomers of
the fascination of "Camping and
Caravanning".
The annual alternating partner countries
and regions offer a bridge between the
camping/caravanning and tourism sections of CMT. In 2016 Switzerland and
India, together with Denmark as a caravanning partner region, will impress visitors with their attractions.

Messe Stuttgart: ex cellent transport
connection
One reason for the ever-increasing catchment area of CMT, besides the quality
of the event, is definitely the excellent
transport connections to the trade fair
grounds.
Messe Stuttgart boasts Europe's most
state-of-the-art trade fair grounds. It is
located directly beside Stuttgart Airport
and can be easily reached by car via the
A8 motorway: The travel time to Munich
or Frankfurt is only around two hours.
In order to meet the huge demand, Messe
Stuttgart is currently commencing the
construction of another hall. Hall 10,
whose area is almost 15,000 square
metres, is to be put into operation for
CMT 2018.
This will mean approximately 120,000
square metres of exhibition space will be
available for the first time for CMT 2018.
The next CMT takes place from 16 – 24
January 2016. Should you have any questions about the event, please contact the
project manager Alexander Ege.

An important business platform
It is not only the visitor and exhibitor figures of CMT
which have grown continuously in recent years. The
significance of the event has also grown steadily way
beyond the borders of Stuttgart. The trade fair is a
fixed date in the calendar for representatives from
politics and business - all key players from the caravanning industry meet here to establish new contacts.
Messe Stuttgart supports this with several networking
events, as well as its own B2B online platform, which
makes it easier for people to arrange meetings ahead
of the trade fair.
Last but not least, the caravanning section of CMT is
now the largest innovation show with vehicle and
accessories manufacturers for the season opening in
January presenting around 120 innovations and world
premières there. The presentations take place within
the scope of separate press conferences or in the
"Accessories Speed Dating" event organised by Messe
Stuttgart. Here accessories manufacturers have the
exclusive opportunity to showcase themselves and
their innovations to an interested audience of professional journalists in a short space of time.
For further information:
Alexander Ege
Senior Project Manager CMT
Landesmesse Stuttgart GmbH
Messepiazza 1
70629 Stuttgart (Germany)
Tel.: +49 711 18560-2730
Fax: +49 711 18560-1730
Mobile: +49 178 3704420
alexander.ege@messe-stuttgart.de

CARAVAN SALON DÜSSELDORF 2015

Best result in its history
With 202,000 visitors the Düssledorf Caravan Salon exceeded all expectations and
improved even last year’s record result.

aravan Salon Düsseldorf 2015 exceeded all expectations and markedly
improved even last year’s record result.
Held for the 54th time, the World’s Largest
Trade Fair for Motor Homes and Caravans
experienced the most-attended year in the
event’s history. “Of course we’re thrilled
about setting yet another record with
202,000 visitors. Visitors appreciate that
Düsseldorf serves as the showcase for industry
innovations and provides a comprehensive
overview of the market”, said Joachim
Schäfer, managing director of Messe
Düsseldorf GmbH, in summing up the event.
The share of international visitors was very
high again. What’s more, exhibitors delighted
in rising sales. “Some 55% of this year’s visitors arrived with concrete purchasing intentions. That’s particularly exciting because
Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2015 is considered
the trend barometer for the upcoming season. The positive response at CARAVAN
SALON shows the caravanning’s societal significance as a way to go on holiday”, Schäfer
added. He said both the new hall distribution
and
the
successful
special
show
“StarterWorld” worked well. Recording more
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than 70,000 overnight stays, the trade fairs
very own campsite, the Caravan Center, set a
new record as well. Hermann Pfaff, the president of the German trade group CaravaningIndustrie Verband, feels enthusiastic about
the way Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2015
went: “Interest in caravanning is still very high
and actually increased compared to last year –
which is reflected in part in the further increase in visitor numbers. Similarly, registration
numbers this year already indicate that we’re
operating on a very high level.” Visitors, he
said, were interested primarily in the numerous new models on display, but they were
equally excited by the presentations at the
stands. “The new hall layout was very well
received by exhibitors and customers alike.
The fact that the pure vehicle halls are now
offered in one continuously walkable stretch
is an improvement”, said Pfaff. The excellent
mood among manufacturers, retailers and
customers raises exceptions that the industry
will continue to benefit from the current caravanning boom over the next few months, he
said. The German caravanning industry continued its rapid ascent in the first seven months
of the year, as first-time registrations of motor

homes and caravans jumped to 36,646, a
massive 10.4% increase over the same period
last year. Caravan Salon Düsseldorf 2015 strives to bring caravanning holidays to life.
Doing so involved not just a vast range of
offerings from 590 exhibitors from 29 countries presenting motor homes, caravans,
accessories and destinations but also an
entertainment programme on all things mobile recreation, which was very popular among
visitors. The trade fair was successful for suppliers. “We were overwhelmed by dealer and
visitor interest in networked recreational vehicles. We noticed that customers came to use
with targeted enquiries and that they appreciate excellent service”, said Mark Joseph
Müller, Truma Gerätetechnik GmbH’s international sales, marketing and service director, in
summing up the event. He was also delighted
by the increasing share of visitors from abroad. “We had a chance to welcome lots of
international business partners at our stand,
especially from Australia, the US, China and
other Asian countries.” The 55th CARAVAN
SALON DÜSSELDORF will take place from 26
August (trade visitor and media day) to 4
September 2016. www.caravan-salon.de

FIAT DUCATO 4X4 EXPEDITION

Adventure, comfort and style
Built on the Fiat Ducato base and powered by a 2.3-litre turbo-diesel Multijet II engine the Fiat Ducato 4×4
Expedition is designed for adventurous people seeking a vehicle agile on the road with a large, comfortable
living space and more interior height than usual. The model won’t ever make it into production and is just
an exercise to show Fiat know-how in all aspects of recreational vehicle engineering.
Words Giorgio Carpi - Photos by Fiat and Jörg Nullmeyer
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FIAT DUCATO 4X4 EXPEDITION

THE PARTNERS

he Fiat Ducato 4x4 Expedition Show Camper Van took part
to all the main events dedicated to caravanning in Europe.
Outfitted on a Ducato camper base, with extended overhang
and high roof is the result of the collaboration with top-quality
recreational vehicle furniture maker Tecnoform. Also involved in the
project are Dangel for the four-wheel drive system and Olmedo for
body customisation.
Built on the bestseller, Fiat Ducato camper base, long wheelbase
configuration with overhang and high roof, Fiat Ducato 4x4
Expedition is designed for adventurous people seeking a vehicle
which is high-performing and agile on the road and has a large,
comfortable living space and more interior height than usual allowing to stand up in it. On the outside, the Show Camper Van features a two-colour paint job in two shades of grey, a raised, widened ride and plenty of Ducato Camper customisations, like a front
skid-plate and LED DRLs. The outfit is completed by a front winch
and roof-rack, which is fully equipped for holidays off the beaten
track and can be walked on in part, meaning it can be used as a
handy outdoor space at over two and a half metres from the
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ground. Smart technical solutions enhance its versatility and reassert its strong character. Fiat Ducato 4x4 Expedition was prepared
for customers with a sporty, adventurous lifestyle who want the
best technological contents. This is why the outfit includes tablet
holder with USB port, touchscreen Radio UconnectTM NAV integrated the navigation system, rear camera and LED DRLs.
The vehicle is the result of a collaboration with well-known experts
in the sector. The Four-wheel drive expert Dangel, with more than
35 years of expertise in the field, designed the 4x4 transmission
system with the goal of enhancing its adventurous, non-conventional character. More in detail, the permanent all-wheel drive system
with viscous coupling combined with a special raised ride and oversized tyres allows to tackle all surfaces safely and confidently. The
exteriors were designed by Olmedo, a company where craftsmanship and ingenuity meet to satisfy the needs of the most diverse
customers. Olmedo’s goal is to provide solutions for improving transport conditions and special outfits for various uses, also for the
mobility impaired, to guarantee freedom of movement, comfort
and safety.

Tecnoform
Tecnoform is the leader in interior furniture for motorhomes
and yachts and known for integrating top-end materials,
design skills, efficient production and sophisticated logistics.
Over the past twenty years, Tecnoform has set the trends for
recreational vehicle interiors in terms of style, technology and
comfort and will be celebrating its 50th anniversary with Fiat
Ducato 4x4 Expedition. The interior design is characterised by
clean lines, essential streamline furniture and use of high-tech
materials to create a lounge-like atmosphere for perfect relaxation at the end of an intense day outdoors. In an ambiance
where elegance meets practical construction solutions and use
of top-end materials, technology plays an important role in
integrating design ideas and conveying an overall feeling of
cosiness and happiness inside. For instance, Tecnoform has
created a lighting system integrated in the furniture units and a
last-generation entertainment system with multiple speakers
and two retractable flat screen TVs. Sophisticated comfort gives
way to functionality in travelling configuration. The furniture
tops are provided with a sort of 'lid' which elegantly conceals
the real destination of use of the units to enhance rational
organisation and streamline shapes.
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ROLLER TEAM TRIACA

The motorhome of the future
Roller Team chooses the venue of the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon for
the world preview of the Triaca Concept 230, which represents the
brand’s new challenge in designing an extremely innovative recreational vehicle in terms of functionality and eco-sustainability.
oncept development was made possible thanks to the participation of Roller
Team, as promoter of the project, in
the “Research & Development” funding program sponsored by the Tuscany Region in
2012 and applied to the sector of recreational
vehicles. This is how TRIACA was born, acronym of the Italian “Tecnologia per Ridurre
l’Impatto Ambientale in Camper” or
Technology for Environmental Impact
Reduction in Motorhomes. This project combines the application of innovative technologies in order to reduce the energy consumption of motorhomes and improve their environmental impact during the utilisation phases with an innovative study concerning the
optimisation of interior spaces (distribution,
ergonomics and mechatronic applications)
thanks to the development of a basic design.
Again in the area of reduced environmental
impact, the project offers new advantageous
solutions as concerns the LCA (Life Cycle
Assessment), from the pre-production phase
to the transport phase, in order to verify the
environmental impact of the motorhome,
focusing on emissions of KgCO2 eq and CED
(Cumulative Energy Demand). This analysis
makes it possible to identify the guidelines for
designing the life cycle of the new product
(LCD or Life Cycle Design), which will originate a second study on the new industrialised
vehicle, in order to quantify the obtained
improvements as far as the environment is
concerned. The project featured the joint participation of Roller Team and DIDA
(Department of Architecture of the University
of Florence); CPTM (Magona Technological
Hub Consortium); CUBIT (Consortium
Ubiquitos Technologies: technical support
during development of the executive project);
DISCO of the University of Siena (Department
of Communication Sciences).
“We set out to create the Motorhome of the
Future: innovative, technologically advanced,
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extremely functional, but that could
immediately be put in production.
This means that we did not start with
impractical or unfeasible concepts.
The basic idea was to re-interpret
already known logics and to apply
them to the motorhome in order to
improve its habitability and the
distribution of interior spaces,
reduce its environmental impact
and test out a few solutions present on other products in order
to apply them to future producFrom left
: Albert
tions”, explained Paolo Bicci,
Colom (S
ales Man
(Sales &
Managing Director of Trigano
Giorgio
Marketin ager Export), Pa
Calderon
olo Pisan
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Triaca Concept is less than 6
metres long, easy to manoeuvre and designed turn
to be approved for 2 or 4 people. Thanks to sofas into “chaises
the intense Research & Development effort, it longues”, to electronically move the seats
presents itself as an extremely innovative solu- to the relax position or to even convert them
tion for the optimisation of spaces, and for into a double bed. Fold-away elements carry
the use of new materials and technologies yet out the dual function of a seat and/or support
to be tested in the sector of recreational vehi- surface. The table features an electric telescocles.
pic leg and folding top, made of “soft touch”
laminate, with anti-bacterial properties and
INTERIORS
extremely resistant to collisions and scratches.
Functionality of the interiors, living solutions The extremely comfortable pillows are made
and spaces. The distribution of spaces is based of polyurethane foam with low environmental
on a careful ergonomics study in terms of impact, while the “eco-sustainable” fabrics
safety, usability, transformability, modularity are made using fibres from recycled material,
and flexibility. There is a strong reference to which is in turn recyclable. Thanks to the new
the furniture sector as far as the shapes, fini- remote-controlled electric pop-up roof, it is
shes and materials are concerned. The plan possible to set up the sleeping area while leadevelops over a length of a little less than 6 ving the dinette untouched, thus increasing
metres. The layout is apparently the “classic” the habitability of both spaces. Design and
type and features the arrangement of a living functionality are the distinguishing features of
area with dinette, kitchen, bathroom and slee- the kitchen. This area features an extremely
ping areas. Dinette/Living area characterised innovative design in terms of shapes, mateby functionality and dual usability, in both the rials and technological solutions. The Triaca
daytime and night time version. All the ele- kitchen is characterised by: large stowage
ments can be transformed depending on the capacity, electric induction hob that can be
needs: innovative mechanisms allow you to removed to be used outdoors (for a larger

work surface), worktop and sink made of
PRAL (anti-bacterial material) equipped with
sink lids that can turn into dish racks/cutting
boards and with an electronically-controlled
mixer tap (with air mixing, that allows you to
save 70% of water). The refrigerator consists
of two distinct compressors that can also be
used separately by means of the SEC (Smart
Energy Control) system, for lower energy consumption. The tight spaces of the bathroom
underwent ergonomics studies in order to
achieve maximum freedom of movement in
less than 1 square metre. The washbasin and
fold-away modular containers, such as the
shoe rack and a small cabinet that can be
used to hang clothes or store other objects,
make the most of the available space. The
innovative single-piece tap that separately
controls the ceiling shower, the washbasin
mixer tap and the independent shower head
ensures, thanks to air mixing, significant
savings in terms of water consumption (20%).
Lastly, the minimal and modern design makes
the motorhome very elegant and pleasant to
use.
TECHNOLOGY
The applied technological solutions are
known and commonly used in other manufacturing sectors. Roller Team is applying them
for the first time to motorhomes through the
Triaca Concept, offering the ability to transform interior spaces through the use of electric or manual mechanisms. On the left side of
the Dinette, there is a relaxation-reading seat,
equipped with an electrical remote control,
and the fold-away bed, which is light and easy
to position. On the right side, the sofa can
turn into a chaise longue thanks to the
manual movement of part of the seat that,
through a friction hinge connected to an aluminium frame, becomes a backrest and is
completed by the electrical footrest movement. A particular innovation is a lifting
system for the roof above the Dinette. The
roof can be popped up by means of an electrical remote control to expand the habitability of the Dinette. In addition, the large space
created in height allows the positioning of an
elevating bed, thus ensuring maximum habitability of both the day and night living quar-

ters. Control Panel – The touch-screen
control unit with Wi-Fi system can be remotecontrolled from smartphone or tablet through
the special App developed on Android operating system. The control unit allows constant
monitoring of consumptions, optimising the
available resources and the residual autonomy
thanks to settings that can be updated based
on the number of users or on how long the
motorhome will be used. In order to optimise
energy consumption even further, the interior
lights can be set by selecting one of the predefined scenarios from the control unit, such
as sunset, dawn, dinner and relaxation.
Research & Development activities also focused on the search for new materials able to
comply with eco-sustainability requirements.
Consequently, environmentally-friendly proposals were developed pertaining to both the
materials used and for their processing, from
the pre-production phase to the transport
phase (LCA – Product Life Cycle Assessment).
The innovative materials applied for the first
time to the motorhome sector and which are
undergoing at present a thorough study so
that they can be industrialised, are listed here
below:
-Polypropylene honeycomb panel for the interiors and exterior shells made of composite,
without using wood for external elements,
guaranteeing lighter living quarters.

-Film photovoltaic panel with lithium-ion batteries. It guarantees self-production of electricity and it is characterised by: lightness, quick
recharge times and long-lasting autonomy
thanks to the set of lithium batteries.
-PRAL -material used for the kitchen top/sink
and bathroom. It is anti-bacterial, easy to
repair, waterproof and resistant to collisions.
-Marine wood – used for certain bathroom
elements (furniture and shower plate cover); it
is extremely resistant to water.
-Ecomalta – the floor features an internal layer
of Ecomalta, a material that is already being
used in the construction sector and is known
for its high structural resistance to collisions,
for its anti-stain properties and for the fact
that it is easy to repair. Last, but not least, it is
an extremely eco-friendly material.
-Basalt fibre – the external structure of the
motorhome is made of a resin with basalt
fibres, a material that is fully recycled and
totally harmless, both to the touch and during
the processing phases. Compared to the regular fibreglass, basalt fibre is 30% more resistant and lighter, thus resulting in lower energy consumption and reduced CO2 emissions.
-Upholstery/Padding – the upholstery used for
the pillows is obtained from processing recycled material, specifically plastic bottles. Its
main property is its high breathability since it
is made using materials of vegetable origin.
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Record sales at the UK’s
leisure vehicle show
A huge buying audience was delivered to the The Motorhome & Caravan Show 2015. Record sales and an
industry going from strength-to-strength!

he Motorhome & Caravan Show
2015 opened with a bang and the
setting of a new Guinness World
Record for the largest ever caravan made
from interlocking plastic LEGO® bricks.
Many of the 400 exhibitors have reported
record sales at what is the UK’s biggest leisure vehicle launch show. Yet again a huge
buying audience was delivered to the NEC,
for example the UK’s largest dealer network
Marquis enjoyed its most successful indoor
exhibition on record with orders in excess of
£10m being taken at the Show. Lowdhams
exceeded its expectations with a 50%
growth in sales and Swift Group reports
sales from the show being so good its order
book is almost full for the year, with its
Sprite range 10% up on the incredible performance of 2014. Once the event closed
its doors earlier this week (Sunday 18th)
94,514 people had visited. It drew its biggest crowd on Saturday 17th, with 25,308
people through the doors and interestingly
48% of all advanced tickets booked to the
Show were by people new to the event. This
success is indicative of a leisure vehicle market that is on the up, with new registrations
for motorhomes up 25% to 10,461 and
new caravans despatched to dealers up 5%
compared with this time last year. At the
Show live product showcases took place
each day in the revamped Experts’ Theatre
from leading UK and European leisure vehicle manufacturers including Adria, AutoTrail, Hillside Leisure, Hymer, Knaus, Lunar,
Roller Team and Swift Group. Footage of the
LEGO brick caravan has already clocked up
more than 325,000 views on YouTube with
it featuring, to name but a few, on the BBC,
MailOnline, The Sun, Evening Standard,
Mirror.co.uk, Metro, Yahoo!, mashable.com
in The Sunday Times, regional media and
generating a massive social media and online impact with millions of Twitter accounts
reached and thousands of article shares on
Facebook. It also featured around the world
on Discovery Channel Canada, Foxsports in
America, German national newspaper
Bilde.De and as far away as Australia.
Anthony Trevelyan, Chairman NCC Events,
said: “The outstanding number of caravans
and motorhomes sold at the show and the
high visitor attendance underline the success
of the industry and the benefit of providing
people with an enjoyable, low cost day out.
The key is in delivering a top quality show at
a super-competitive price, which we will
continue to do at the Caravan, Camping
and Motorhome Show in February 2016.”

T
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The largest caravan made from LEGO® bricks
he world’s largest caravan built with
interlocking plastic LEGO bricks has
been unveiled at the Motorhome & Caravan
Show 2015 to celebrate 130 years of leisure
caravanning this year. The LEGO brick caravan was certified the world’s largest by an
official Guinness World Records.
Built by a team of 12 LEGO Certified
Professional Builders over more than 1,000
man hours, the 2.2m tall and 3.6m long
model caravan features a full interior with
working electric lights, sink with running
water, fridge, simulated cooking facilities, a
bed and seating – just like the real thing. It’s
been decked out with plenty of items made
of LEGO bricks that you’d find in a real caravan, including chess set, toothbrushes,
frying pan, and even milk in the fridge!
The model is based on the ‘teardrop’ style
caravan T@B.

T

The mid-mounted titan bed system
ritish based Titan Leisure Products
are yet again set to lead the way in
the M1 pull tested seat bed system
industry, with their new mid-mounted seat bed. ‘This is a very exciting design for us with many
unique features,’ say Malcolm
and Mark Evans, Directors of
Titan Leisure Products, and
founders of the Titan Bed
range. Titan are now
going to offer a new
mid-mounted seat bed
system, with important and unique
elements to the
design such as:
UNIQUE 12 recline
positions for maximum seat comfort
UNIQUE 5 back rest settings
when in bed position
UNIQUE - Detachable from the vehicle floor
to free up load space
It also has under bed storage for a portable
toilet. And by being mid-mounted in the
van, it ensures maximum luggage space to
be available. ‘We have designed the seat
bed to maximise living and storage space
which is important to us all when using our
vans,’ said Malcolm. ‘In seat position the
whole system is shorter so not losing space,

B

and we have maximised the headroom space in the vehicle as well.’ And of course, with this seat bed, just
like the others in Titan’s range, it has been designed without the need for support legs in the
bed position. This ensures floor coverings
won’t be damaged, and storage space is
again maximised. ‘We put a lot of
thought into our designs, and whilst
considering a new system, is very
important that we listen to our
customers, and implement
their requirements into the
Titan Bed as well, says
Malcolm. ‘If we incorporate
their needs, together with
our own high standards
of quality, comfort and
above all safety then we
can be sure we have
something for everyone’.
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Swift command app

wift Command App is the new Mobile App for Android & Apple iOS
devices to allow Bluetooth Connectivity and remote control of the new
2016 Range of Swift Caravans fitted with the new Smart Control Panel.

S

With the new system you can:
• Jump to the live website to locate your caravan or motorhome and to
access remote functions and features.
• Control your lighting and adjust dimmer levels.
• Control the water pump and view tank information
• Manage your system power, select the battery or enable the current
limiter.
•Control the heating, set the timer and configure the power source.

Heater + cooker all-in-one
C Duo is a simple cooking and heating solution, designed for camper use.
In one unit a ceramic stove and an effective heater - running on diesel fuel.
Closing the lid, air starts blowing between the lid
and the ceramic cooktop. The blower blows hot
air from the cooker, transferring the heat into the
cabin. When the lid is in the up position it is a
great ceramic stove. The cooker has controllable
power, which can be easily adjust from the control
panel. The ceramic glass top is easy to clean, and
the operation is quiet. The Wallas XC Duo, heater
+ cooker, is a unique solution for campers. This
safe hob heater includes a modern ceramic cooker and an effective heat blower lid to warm the
camper fast. The heat blower lid has a flat design
profile and controllable heating power. Despite
high power capacity, the upper surface of the lid
is only warm to the touch. The diesel stove heater
combination is an excellent solution for small
campers. Unlike hazardous propane systems, it
uses diesel from camper's own diesel tank.
The combustion process takes place in a closed
loop with the help of a combustion fan. The process is fully automatic and tolerant of the changes
in air pressure. Combustion adds no moisture or
odor to the living areas; no need to keep windows
open.

X
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Dreamsleep bed make up system

elfield Furnishings were offered to develop the latest Baileys Pegasus model, a
partnership that has produced a unique
patented design that has pushed forward
innovation to provide improved comfort and
ease of use for the Pegasus range. When
Belfield were handed the design brief, the
prototyping department started creating concepts. Conventional front end seating areas
require “slab” style back rests, they are this
shape to give the dual purpose of making the
mattress. This is a common design that has
been used for many years. The “slab” backs
work fine as part of the mattress, yet limits
options on foam used and back rest shape

B

due to this dual purpose. The result of the
Baileys and Belfield working in partnership
resulted in a unique patented design that eliminates the need of the backrests in making
the mattress. This allows the backrests to have
any shape, and to be filled with softer fillings
to provide a more comfortable domestic feel.
The Dreamsleep bed make up system is a
patented design that uses mattress inserts
underneath the seat that are used solely for
the mattress. Because they are used for this
one purpose, they are upholstered in a fully
breathable anti-allergenic fabric that is used in
the domestic mattress market. The transition
from seating to mattress is simple and quick,

as the backrests are not needed. The underneath of the seat is also upholstered in the mattress material, with the underlying foam matching the inserts to make a full mattress surface. With the backrests not needed to from the
mattress of the front end, they can be shaped
in filled purely with comfort and aesthetics in
mind. The rounded design of the backrests
lends a softer look to the front end. Upon
launch, the DreamSleep bedding system has
received critical acclaim from trade and public,
winning Practical Caravan magazine
Innovation of the year. It has also received the
highly commended innovation award from
Caravan magazine.
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Brianza Plastica SpA - Via Rivera, 50 - 20841 Carate Brianza - Italy
Tel: +39 036291601 - Fax: +39 0362990457
Web: www.brianzaplastica.it - Email: info@brianzaplastica.it

USA - Europe: faraway, so close!
What are the differences between Americans and Europeans in the way
they perceive and build recreational vehicles? We put this question to
Filippo Milani, head of the U.S. division of Brianza Plastica.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

he recreational vehicle sector is vast
and varied, consisting of dozens of
manufacturers that, thanks to multiform brands, do their best to make their mark
in an increasingly competitive market; a market which, due to distances and product
dimensions, is more continental than global.
On one hand Europe, on the other North
America: two large parallel markets with not
much crossover between them. However,
while it’s true that finished products are still
largely linked to their local environment,
some European suppliers of semi-finished products and components have
successfully managed the leap across
the Atlantic onto the rich U.S. market. It takes a good dose of courage
and entrepreneurship – qualities
which are certainly not lacking at
Brianza Plastica, a leading Italian
manufacturer based in the old continent that is known for its production
of laminated fiberglass. After successfully entering the motorhome sector about a decade ago, transferring
its fifty years of experience from the
fiberglass industry, in early 2014
Brianza Plastica opened its very own
subsidiary in the U.S.A., specifically in
Elkhart, Indiana. The head of the Italian manufacturer’s U.S. division is Filippo Milani, a
manager with over twenty years experience in
the laminated fiberglass sector. Boasting a
consolidated knowhow both from a technical
and commercial standpoint, Milani is well versed on the European and North American
markets alike. Together, we sought to understand the differences between these two markets, and how an Italian company like Brianza
Plastica has managed to convince Americans
of the validity of its products.

T
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Aboutcamp BtoB – What brought a manager just over forty years old to America,
and just how did Brianza Plastica land on
the new continent?
“The journey was rather complex,” explains
Filippo Milani, General Manager of Brianza
USA Co., “and to be honest, in the early
goings, it was even more complex than expected. However, as often happens, things eventually took a turn for the brighter and I’m now
satisfied with the way our business is
moving forward. I came to Brianza
Plastica in 2006, having already
acquired a great deal of expertise in
the laminated fiberglass sector. After
a few years working in the Rovigo
production site I was transferred to
the company’s headquarters in
Carate Brianza, and in just a short
time I was appointed Sales Manager
for Italy, with responsibility for
various foreign markets. My purely
technical CV was therefore enhanced
with an expertise in sales, completing
a training process that has served me
particularly well in the U.S.A.”
Aboutcamp BtoB – Over fifty years in
business, Brianza Plastica has developed
expertise in a variety of sectors, primarily
in the building industry: does the company’s presence in the U.S. market cover all
fronts?
Milani - Never say never, but at the moment
we’re focusing on the vehicles sector, and it’s
not a coincidence if Brianza Plastica’s
American division is based in Elkhart, Indiana.
This small town is actually the ‘RV Capital of
the World,’ with many recreational vehicle
manufacturers based right in the area. The
supplying of fiberglass sheeting to motorho-

Filippo Milani

me manufacturers has become increasingly
strategic for Brianza Plastica, and in Europe
we’ve signed major agreements with all the
larger manufacturing groups. This explains
our desire to focus specifically on the recreational vehicle sector, starting up a subsidiary
right in the area that boasts the largest concentration of camper and trailer builders. I
want to emphasize that we don’t have a production site in Elkhart, but a storage warehouse and sales offices. All of the materials are
manufactured in Italy.”
Aboutcamp BtoB – Let’s discuss the differences between Italy, where Brianza
Plastica is based, and the United States.
Milani – “I won’t deny that I noticed differences right from the start. The sheer size of the
giant American manufacturers makes it harder to meet with the people who are directly
involved in the buying and technical development process, but in the end the feeling that’s created thanks to our expertise and competitive products opens the doors to fruitful partnerships and a sense of mutual trust.”

BRIANZA USA Corporation - 21099 Protecta Dr.
Elkhart, IN 46516 - USA Tel/fax: 1-574-295-9253
Web: www.brianzausacorp.com - Email: info@brianzausacorp.com

Aboutcamp BtoB – Traditional inside and
outside: are motorhomes made in the
U.S.A. also traditional in terms of building
technology?
Milani – “I wouldn’t define it as traditional but rather diversity, which stems from various
factors, and that’s why it’s totally inappropriate to express judgments in this case. The
majority of North American users wouldn’t
feel at home in a compact European motorhome, yet users and manufacturers alike are certainly fascinated by European construction
design. Just as, indeed, European RV users are
attracted from the American style and the
dimensions of some motorhomes built in the
U.S. More specifically, in terms of construction
techniques, in Europe laminated fiberglass is
progressively becoming a structural element
of sandwich panels, in which the wooden framework is increasingly reduced to a minimum
or replaced by a composite material.
Fiberglass sheets realized by Brianza Plastica
and supplied to European manufacturers must
be resistant and aesthetically refined, since
they are glued directly to the internal insulation and have a protective and structural function, as well as being clearly visible on the
vehicle, constituting the outer siding. On the
other hand, American motorhomes often still
feature a metallic structural frame supporting
the panels.”
Aboutcamp BtoB – Is it therefore possible
to make changes in building recreational
vehicles in the U.S.A.?
Milani – “The evolution of building techniques
isn’t an immediate concern, since the possibility of not having to adhere to weight limitations, which in Europe regulate the production and sale of vehicles, allows us to maintain
our current operating modes. This doesn’t
exclude the fact that things may very well
change, and Brianza U.S.A. Co. has made specific proposals to vehicle builders in this sense:
for instance, concerning large and costly Class
A motorhomes. I think that all manufacturers
dream about rollable sheets, allowing for an
effective reduction in handling and storage
costs, and Brianza is headed in this direction.
We need to move away from support panels
onto which fibreglass is glued, and that’s why
we need resistant sheets. We all know that in
the event of water infiltrations in sandwich
panels wood can cause imperfections. Based
on our recommendations, some local manufacturers are experimenting with fibreglass
sheeting without a rear support: we’ll have to
wait and see what comes from these tests.”
Aboutcamp BtoB – Brianza Plastica also
makes special laminates, such as
lightweight materials: can they be
applied to the American market?
Milani – “Brianza Plastica has a vast product
catalogue and we’re involved in a lot of research, continuously developing new solutions.
However, we’ve just arrived in America and
we certainly can’t expect to upend a manufacturing philosophy that’s been consolidated for

Company Profile
rianza Plastica was set up in
1962 to produce fibreglass
laminates. Over time, it has significantly extended its market presence with a comprehensive product
range. It has served the construction industry from day one and
has been enjoying increasing success in the transport sector since
2006. In this arena, it supplies
fibreglass sheets both to manufacturers of recreational vehicles
(campers and caravans) and to
lorry and refrigerated-trailer producers. The company is based in
Carate Brianza (just north of
Milan), with other factories in
Ferrandina
(near
Matera),
Ostellato (near Ferrara) and San
Martino di Venezze (near Rovigo).
It has storage facilities in Nola
(near Naples), Lyon (France) and
Elkhart (USA). Brianza Plastica is
the Europe’s largest producer of
fibreglass. It makes laminates both
with continuous hot and with
discontinuous cold technology.
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decades. For instance, our laminates lightened
with microspheres reduce overall weight even
though they provide the same thickness. In
this way we can also go down up to 200 gr /
mq (0.04 lb / sqft). Weight reduction is a complex process that needs to involve all vehicle
components.

proceeding with caution, but we’re making
inroads. In terms of special products already
being used, in America we supply RV manufacturers fibreglass sheeting with a non-slip
finish: in Europe this material is used primarily
on refrigerated trucks, whereas in the U.S. it is
very much in demand for building hatches,
which once opened, become access ramps to
loading compartments on motorhomes and
trailers.”
Aboutcamp BtoB - The picture you’ve painted shows differences between Europe
and America, but also a possible future
with a change of scenery. Is this a correct
assessment?
Milani – “Many differences exist, but the two
systems aren’t isolated; we simply need to
understand which technologies from the old
continent can be successfully applied to the
new world, just as certain characteristics from
American vehicles can guide us to new solutions. By proceeding cautiously, while avoiding
excessive interventions, we can find agreements with manufacturers that result in product improvements. As far as we’re concerned, we can boast of supplying a high end
product such as the cold rolled Elycold laminate, displaying an excellent quality and finish, at
the right price range. Even our more economically priced Elyplan laminate is enjoying a
good deal of success on the American market.
Americans have their own way of seeing and
doing things, which differs quite a bit from
Europe, but they appreciate good products.
Whatever the differences between Europe
and America, both markets need innovation
and product quality!”

Aboutcamp BtoB – Why not also consider
eliminating the internal plywood on the
cockpit side?
We can supply excellent fibreglass sheeting,
already prefinished or completable with a thin
lining of manufacturer’s choice, to be cemented directly to the insulation. These are some
of the possibilities we’re working on. We’re

Elyplan and Elycold

*Elyplan laminates are made using continuous technology, both with and without
a gelcoat finish. Thicknesses can vary from 1 to 2.5 mm; the maximum width is 3200
mm, and lengths are agreed on request. The internal finish can be smooth or mechanically sanded, although the “Corona” treatment is also available (with a small electrical discharge to facilitate bonding). The range also includes Elyplan Design with
printed-paper finish (max width 220 cm), Elyplan Extra Glass with high glass fibre
content (for excellent rigidity and low specific weight), and Elyplan High Finishing
(where the fibres are less visible on the surface).
* Elycold laminates are produced using discontinuous technology with a gelcoat
finish. Thicknesses can vary from 1 to 4 mm. The maximum width is 3400 mm; the
max length, 60 metres. Elycold can be made only with glass fibres with MAT, or with
MAT plus woven matting (for greater strength). Various internal finishes are offered:
smooth, rough, and sanded mechanically or with a film (to counteract dust and
enhance bonding). The range also includes Elycold Lite and Elycold Xlite, special
laminates for greater thickness at no extra weight, and therefore greater rigidity and
flatness, while masking the underlying structures.
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Carefree of Colorado - 2145 W. 6th Ave.Broomfield, Colorado - USA
Tel: +1 303-410-6290
Web: www.carefreeofcolorado.com

The four pillars of
Carefree of Colorado
Carefree of Colorado has been designing and manufacturing RV Awnings for over 40 years. With the RV
Industry showing no signs of slowing down, this is a welcome opportunity to showcase Carefree’s innovative and expansive product line, RV Awnings and accessories for whatever every type of RV. “We strive to
make sure Quality, Value, Performance and Style show through in everything that we do” they say at
Carefree.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

t Carefree, quality starts with utilizing
high-quality raw materials and stateof-the-art manufacturing technology
to produce the fit, form, function and finish
that are the staples of the company’s design
discipline. A highly experienced workforce,
averaging seven years of experience, ensures
that every product that is sent out the door is
of the utmost quality, meeting design standards and, most importantly, the expectations
of customers.
When it comes to value, Carefree is focused
on providing a full product range and acting

A

as a one-stop shop for all awning applications. Carefree serves the RV market by offering awnings for virtually any RV, from the
entry-level pop-up camper, up to the custom
million dollar bus conversion. An important
key to the brand value is the pledge to
Customer Service. With a highly trained and
knowledgeable Customer Service Team,
Carefree is able to maintain strong customer
satisfaction by offering unparalleled support
throughout the shopping experience and product lifecycle.
Carefree aims to deliver an exceptional user

experience with every product distributed and
the performance and features of its products
have been carefully considered and implemented to only improve the user experience.
Additionally, Carefree understands that RV is
an extension of the owner experience and
makes sure that the products are designed to
accent any RV’s style. Many fabrics, patterns,
and colour options are offered to match the
wide range of RV products available in the
industry today, as well as the capability to
easily upgrade the style and performance of
RV awnings as those needs evolve.

The New CarefreeOfColorado.com & E-Carefree.com
roducts were not the only innovation
from Carefree in 2015. “We are also
excited about the launch of our newly
redesigned and easier to use websites –
said Mike Farmer.
Carefree of Colorado VP Sales &
Marketing - Both CarefreeofColorado.com
& E-Carefree.com feature streamlined
menus, simple navigation and mobilefriendly pages. Shoppers have the ability
to configure their own custom awning or
accessories via our product configurator,
find repair parts, replacement fabrics,
authorized dealers, or useful technical
information like videos and installation

P
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guides”. For Dealers, E-Carefree allows
them to configure products, place orders,
and select their distributor of choice streamlining the ordering process. It also
gives access to track existing orders, warranty claims, and open invoices ensuring
dealers can better serve their customers
in an efficient and timely manner.
“Carefree’s sole focus is on the design
and development of RV Awnings and
related comfort and convenience products – continues Mike Farmer - What sets
Carefree apart is our commitment to innovation and the four pillars of our business;
Quality, Value, Performance and Style”.

Contact:
Jensen Huddleston - Marketing Manager
jhuddleston@carefreeofcolorado.com

New Products from Carefree of Colorado
As a leading supplier of RV Awnings and Accessories, Carefree has a tradition of continuous improvements and product innovation.
The past two years were no different as Carefree released two brand new awnings and a revolutionary protective wrap.

The Latitude Awning
TM

he Latitude Awning is the next generation of
RV Awnings. This innovative, patent-pending design allows the freedom to position the
awning on a RV without having to allow space for
the vertical arms of traditional RV Awnings.
Because the Latitude has no vertical arms, it
allows for unrestricted head clearance giving the
RV owner more usable space underneath the
awning. In addition, the Latitude’s sleek architecture allows it to complement RV manufacturers
new upscale paint jobs and aesthetics. Other features of the Latitude are:

T

•
•
•
•

Extension with One Touch
Direct ResponseTM Auto-Retraction
Available in Single & Dual-Pitch Models
Includes LED Lighting

The Longitude Awning
TM

he Longitude Awning was designed to be
lightweight and versatile. It boasts shorter
arms (56” below the awning rail) to fit both standard and 5th Wheel Gooseneck applications
while still offering the ability to adjust the pitch
setting. There are a total of six different pitch
settings ranging from a flat pitch to a steep pitch.
The Longitude also comes with the ability to
independently adjust the arms for maximum
shade or water run-off. It can also retract with
the arms in different pitch settings which is an
exclusive feature to the Longitude and Carefree
awnings. Other features of the Longitude are:
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•
•
•
•

Sleek Low Profile Design
Billow-Proof Motor – No Travel Locks
Easy Push Button Operation
Includes LED Lighting

FLXguard® Protective Wrap:
LXguard is a lightweight, highly
robust material having the appearance and protection properties of
more expensive, heavier metal wraps
at a fraction of the cost. It is comprised of a flexible proprietary polymer
developed by Carefree that rolls up
with your awning to protect it from
sun, rain or abrasions when the
awning is closed or when you’re traveling down the road. It attaches directly to the awning canopy via a special
welding process to ensure the seal
never comes undone. It comes as a

F

narrower guard for smaller awnings or
a wider guard for larger awnings offering unparalleled versatility not found
in standard protective wraps. It can
accompany all types of Carefree
Fabrics on Patio, Slideout, and
Window Awnings to give the RV a
uniform look all around. FLXguard is
available in Satin, Gloss White, and
Gloss Black with other color options
being developed for release in 2016.
Also available for fabric replacements
of Carefree and virtually any competitive brand awning.
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Interview with

GUY JOB

Fourty years of career in Trigano
A face-to-face interview with Guy Job, technical director of the Trigano VDL motorhome division, the factory of the Trigano group the Challenger and Chausson vehicles come from.

rigano VDL is the most important
plant of the Trigano group. Their
assembly lines of Tournon-surRhone, in the Ardeche Area (southern
France), produce the Challenger and
Chausson campers, but also the
Caravelair and Sterckeman caravans.
Trigano VDL was born in the
Seventies, after the empire Trigano
passed from the original owners’
hands (Raymond Trigano founded
the company in 1945) to those of
the Crédit Lyonnais, which, in
turn, handed the organization
over to François Feuillet, current CEO and majority shareholder since 1992. Today the
production of the twin
brands Challenger and
Chausson routes several
fronts, by grouping cab
covered, low profiles and
motorhome, which sump
up to the vans produced in
the Trigano group’s Atessa
factory (central Italy). For
the 2016 season an innovative
construction
technique was introduced, which involves the
use of sandwich panels
featuring XPS core and
structural profiles consisting of coupled wood
and
composite. The
system, called IRP (Insulation,
Resistance & Protection) has
allowed to extend the body insulationrelated warranty duration to seven
years. It is interesting to note that for
the low profiles, which constitute the
largest part of production, a number of
configurations are available by choosing
between two basic vehicles (Fiat or Ford)
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and two production levels (basic or multi equipped). Challenger and Chausson’s
price range goes from 45,000 to 65,000
euros. Among the new models, we mention the Challenger 280 and Chausson
620 low profiles, featuring pull-down beds
and a longitudinal rear sofa placed at the
center of the passenger compartment: by
taking up some distinctive characteristics
of the previous Prium and Sweet models,
they are definitely two of the most anti
conformist European campers produced in
the last twenty years.
"I feel young as the first day that I joined
the company," says the Trigano VDL
Technical Director, today 61. Guy Job has
represented Trigano for fourty years now:
he arrived in the factory on 20 October
1975, when he was just over twenty years
old. The initial task he was assigned to
was to check the assembly line of
Caravelair caravan. Here's our interview
with him.
Aboutcamp BtoB: A whole life in
Trigano: what have been the most striking changes at the production level
and not only?
Guy Job: As it happens also in other areas
of our life, in my opinion the most significant changes relate to the disruptive
technologies arrival, with all the consequences involved in the communication
between the people and with the machines: phones, smartphones and tablet,
CAO and numerical control commands of
any type have dramatically changed the
way people work. As to our products, I
think it is important to mention also the
drives’ evolution, the basic chassis, toward
a more pronounced car setting with suitable powers. However, we should not forget the evolution of the assembly techniques, especially the bonding systems.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Seven year warranty
for a basic product, entry level: a great
achievement indeed! You have eliminated the problems arisen in the past and
now you can offer higher reliability
compared to your most direct competitors: what efforts have you made to
obtain this result?
Guy Job: This fact best illustrates our philosophy: whatever the vehicle class involved,
the basic conception quality is the same,
only the design and equipment vary according to price. We have manufactured campers for more than thirty years now, and
this experience has allowed us to develop a
reliable manufacturing process, called IRP.
Unlike most of our competitors, we do not
forget to consider the quality of the wood,
its rigidity, but we associate it with the resistance that the modern composite materials
have in relation to water. In addition, a
good insulator is nothing without an adequate thickness, that is why we combine
the best insulating XPS with floors and roofs
thicknesses quite above the industry standard. We truly believe in the effectiveness
of our technical choices and our manufacturing processes. Therefore, if you look
beyond the words, you will see that we followed our beliefs by offering a seal warranty (body waterproofness) that may be
extended up to seven years, whatever the
vehicle class involved. This is also an effective way to attract visitors and make them to
take a closer look at our products, so that
they can realize that they are not so
"basic".
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the budget
costs and benefits of the experimental
models Challenger Sweet and Chausson
Prium, today out of production, characterized by innovative solutions such as
the central kitchen, the openable side
and the vertical bike-rack garage?
Guy Job: These models first allowed us to
demonstrate our innovative capacities and
our desire to animate the market. They
were an extraordinary pole of attraction at
trade fairs as well as at dealerships, as they
caught the eye of thousands of visitors. The

specific technical developments, necessary
for these vehicles, are still used today on
other models: for example, the safety-belt
anchorages on the center seatback of the
new Challenger 280 and Chausson 620.
Another example is the kitchen-outer panel
(EASY CHEF), now being proposed as an
option on most of our models.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Low profiles with pull
down beds: a passing fad or a consolidated change of perspective?
Guy Job: It is a trend that we have followed
for several years. Today manufacturers propose low profiles with performance closer
to cab covered, although with smaller pro-

ducts (especially in height) and reduced fuel
consumption. However, as probably there
will never be an ideal motorhome, it is a
compromise situation that will certainly
leave room to the cab covered.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What about the low
cost motorhome, entry level, like your
Sirius/Exaltis: is it worth it?
Guy Job: Our low profiles are "low cost"
only in relation to the price: in terms of
design and equipment, they take up all the
features of our top of the range Welcome
products, sometimes are even better, like,
for example, a 6000W heating powerful
standard system that can be optionally
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replaced by an Alde heating system. These
low profiles have allowed us to win new
customers, who until then knew us only for
our low profiles and cab covered.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the idea that
you failed to realize due to industrialization difficulties or because it was too
advanced for a market overall conservative?
Guy Job: I will answer your question with a
bit of humor: the greatest consumption of
space in a camper furnishing is associated
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with beds and my biggest professional
regret is surely not being able to integrate
vertical beds. In fact, if we could make people sleep while standing on their feet, this
would dramatically change the interior
design proposals ...
Aboutcamp BtoB: How the camper of the
future will be?
Guy Job: In my opinion, the tomorrow camper will feature the same functions it has
today, which are essential to human life:
sleeping, eating, washing, travelling in a
seated position. The technical developments will essentially lead to water and
energy autonomy for the vehicles propulsion or static use, but also to a better volumes modularity between the movement
and static phase. As far as energy is concerned, there will be a drive evolution and the
possibility of electric propulsion (for example, fuel cells) that, by providing notable
electrical powers on board, would meet the
users’ needs such as heating, hot water production, cooking, refrigeration ... In intermediate stages, the use of the diesel fuel
available on diesel vehicles already allows to
limit the gas amount to be transported.
Also the low-consumption led lighting,
would make it possible to limit the
electrical energy storage. Weight
reductions of any kind will
be certainly parallel
reduction major
factors of the
vehicles
overall

weight, thus allowing even a reduction of
the engine powers and energy consumption. The water deserves special consideration, because it really affects the vehicles’s
autonomy. The autonomous systems of
waste waters treatment and recycling probably will find their way (filtration, reverse
osmosis ...). As to sewage water from the
bathroom, drying and incineration solutions
may be envisaged. As regards the materials,
we play much on the right compromise between weight, mechanical performance and
price. Hence, not only the materials need to
continue to be robust, lightweight and
cheap, but they will also respond to new
constraints such as the ecological ones that
include their recyclability. The tomorrow
camper will be therefore lighter, more autonomous and eco friendly. It is crucial to
make sure that it will not become more
expensive, in order to avoid to transform it
into a luxury product inaccessible to most
people.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Do you make use of
the recreational vehicles in your free
time?
Guy Job: I wouldn’t have had such a great
career in Trigano without a passion for the
product that I love to use as often as possible, sharing the pleasure with my wife.
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Tel: +39 0461 958381 - Fax: +39 0461 960009
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CBE on board the Fiat
Ducato 4x4 Expedition
CBE doesn’t just supply large motorhome manufacturers: it also caters to smaller outfitters, offering standard
modular solutions that are designed to satisfy every need, even in terms of price.
Words Giorgio Carpi

n 2016, CBE will celebrate 40 years in
business, having acquired a leadership
position in Europe in the field of electrical
and electronic components applied to recreational vehicles. CBE supplies over two thirds of
premium vehicle manufacturers, and is a leader in the medium-high bracket as well. This
specialization in the premium segment has
allowed CBE to develop innovative and reliable products bearing high quality standards.
The Italian company’s core business is the electrical wiring and electronic components sector, and CBE is also renowned for the excellent
design and innovative features of its control
panels.
CBE is among the partners that have collaborated with Tecnoform to create the Fiat
Ducato 4x4 Expedition. This vehicle, presented
at all the major European trade fairs, is a unique prototype model through which Fiat,
thanks also to its technical partners, proposes
innovative solutions with the aim of engaging
customers in Europe’s growing van segment.
The Fiat Ducato 4x4 Expedition is an all-wheel
drive motorhome designed for an adventure
seeking clientele, without foregoing elegance
and comfort during stopovers. CBE supplied
the Berker line switches in the chrome matte
version, and the DLS-200 light dimmers,
which allow to variate the intensity of LED
lights. Lighting is an aspect Tecnoform has
been working on intensely, integrating light
points in furnishing components and providing highly customized lighting solutions,
bathroom included. However CBE provided its
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most
important contribution with the electrical
system, based on the
DS300 12V distribution
box, and the innovative PC210 control
panel. Designed to be
installed also on the most
compact vans, where the space between the vehicle door and roof is limited,
PC210 features a custom 3” LCD display and
can use backlight in 12 different colors.
Elegant and modern, PC210 has a contemporary design that recalls the latest high tech
trends in terms of styling and materials. It features a flat design, with a visible section that is
only 9 mm thick.
“This is the second time we have the opportunity to participate with Tecnoform in very
innovative projects,” affirms Italy sales manager Dorian Sosi, “the previous time was two

years
ago with the
Airstream Tecnoform
Design Lab caravan, and now
with this interesting exercise in style by
Fiat. We’re very pleased to contribute to the
development of concepts that provide original
and unique interpretations in terms of design
and use of recreational vehicles.”

Contacts:
Dorian Sosi - Italy - d.sosi@cbe.it
Paolo Moiola - Export - p.moiola@cbe.it

Duo Panel by CBE and Whale
n 2014, CBE started up a partnership with Whale, a UK
based company and leading
manufacturer of recreational
vehicle components, specifically
water pumps and gas and electrical water and space heating
systems. A partnership that has
given rise to the new Duo Panel,
capable of managing both space
heaters and water heaters.
Currently, Duo Panel is standard
on many motorhomes and caravans bearing the UK brand
Elddis, and in the coming
months will be installed by other
manufacturers as well.
In developing Duo Panel, CBE
had to take into account a variety of factors: this new control
panel needed to be simple to use
(although it needed to control
products of a certain complexity), with a limited overall size,
costs compatible with those of an initial installation, versatility (use of the same control panel for several versions of WHALE equipment), and retro-compatibility with the previous generation of WHALE control systems.
Duo Panel is a synthesis of all these specifications, providing an all-in-one solution with the following advantages / characteristics:
- It can control different versions of WHALE space heaters (e.g. 2kW and 4kW)
- It can control WHALE water heaters
- It offers the possibility of upgrades for existing end customers with an older generation of WHALE control panels
- It is extremely compact (around 135x75mm) featuring a LED indicator with simple icons that are very easy to use and intuitive
- It features a contemporary design that also matches with other CBE products installed on motorhomes and caravans
“For CBE, this project was different from the ones we normally deal with, i.e. the development of complete electrical systems and
electronics for motorhomes,” states Paolo Moiola, export manager at CBE, “but not of lesser importance or less intriguing.
Strategically, CBE considers it important to not only reaffirm our role as an expert in anything related to electrics and electronics in
the caravanning industry, but also to go beyond and expand our presence in the UK market, where WHALE has an important and
growing market share. Last but not least, this project is the result of an excellent and highly beneficial working partnership with the
technical and sales teams at both WHALE and CBE.”
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CBE has a new Internet site
s of 1 December 2015, CBE’s new website is online at www.cbe.it. The site aims
to provide clear communicability and immediacy of use. Published in Italian and English, it
is divided into two macro areas: a space dedicated to standard products, and one to
custom products. The formula of two separate sites (one for the aftermarket and another
for OEMs) is thus being abandoned by unifying communications into a single platform
that provides a better understanding of the
CBE universe. The “custom products” area
provides an overview of the many services and
products CBE offers OEMs in the field of electrical wiring and customization of 12V and
230V systems, while the area pertaining to
standard products is divided into five distinct
sections: Solar System (the area dedicated to
free energy components); New Technology
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(consisting of electrical and electronic
components
on
motorhomes); Modular
Plates (a production line
dedicated to switches,
sockets and frames in
modular design and different colors); Modular Plates
Berker (the line of Berker
switches, sockets and frames
for which CBE is the distributor in Italy); Energy Line (providing everything that’s required
on an RV in terms of power
systems and batteries). The
new website provides compatibility with any mobile device
and is perfectly responsive.
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Form and function for the top
range of taillights
Dimatec’s expanded range of taillights has allowed it to enter with its head held high into a sector of sure
interest to vehicle manufacturers, who see in the bumper-taillight combination a privileged mode of vehicle
customization, within a perspective of good design, an imperative for today’s RV sector.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

ncreasingly oriented towards the OEM market, Dimatec has
recently focused on the lighting segment, where it operates
not just as a dealer, but also as a manufacturer, thus becoming a benchmark for
motorhome manufacturers. Indeed, the
relationship that links this manufacturer
based in Italy’s Lombardy region with lighting products is
historic and well consolidated, with an initial range of
lamps produced in the late ‘80s.
By now very well known for its
vast catalogue of interior and
porch lamps, Dimatec has recently
implemented to its production all lighting products generally understood as external lights.
These include marker lights, ‘third stop’ central
high lights and, above all, taillights. “With the addition of new products to our catalogue,” explains Alexander
Vohwinkel, Key Account Manager at
Dimatec, “we can say that we now have
a complete range of taillights dedicated
specifically to motorhomes. After having worked for twenty years
as Italian distributors for a major brand, for which we still take care
of their after-market and spare parts, in 2013 we decided to set off
on our own as manufacturers. In fact, in 2013 we implemented a
substantial renovation program that has seen Dimatec make its
mark in both the internal cabin lighting and external lighting segments. It’s a difficult market, no doubt, but the results we’ve achieved in just two years are more than encouraging.”
Right from the start, Dimatec has focused on LED technology, proposing a complete range of taillights that make use of LEDs for
position lights, stop lights, fog lights and reversing lights. The taillights are supplied to motorhome manufacturers, who then apply
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them to rear bumpers, normally built of thermoformed plastic
material. It’s no mystery that taillights are a very important element
for the automotive sector. Yes it’s true, motorhomes are not like
automobiles, and the front end is
generally the same for all of
them, given that standard
vehicle cabs are used
(except for integral chassis
motorhomes). Precisely because
customization options are very limited,
the rear bumper and taillights become a key mode of
differentiating the various vehicle models on the market.
These lighting solutions
can have a single function (e.g. position
lights only) or be multifunctional, incorporating
into a single light the position lights and other lights, such as stop
lights, reversing lights, signal lights and rear fog lights. Dimatec’s
catalogue features two newly designed types of LED taillights:
round lights and light bars. Circular multi-function taillights are
produced in two diameters, 120 and 140 millimeters, and are available in two different models, with concentric circles for the various
functions: the first model combines position lights, stop lights and
direction Indicator, whereas the second consists of position lights,
reversing lights and fog lights. Different combinations are also available, with more round lights, different light bars, or even a combination of round lights and light bars.
LED technology allows for a wide range of margins in terms of
design and lighting aesthetics, and above all guarantees reliability.
The LEDs used are in fact guaranteed for 50,000 hours of opera-

Contact:
Alexander Vohwinkel
vohwinkel@dimatec.it

tion
a n d
must respect all European
standards in terms of
lighting, colorimetry, viewing
angles, light spectrum, and so on. The types
of LEDs are chosen by Dimatec based on the
specific functions required, taking into consideration the parameters for European approval for road use. Indeed, all light units and
their structure are designed based on the
required functions, where factors such as

Company Profile

specialist supplier of lighting for
recreational vehicles, Dimatec
S.p.a. has been in business for over
three decades. Established in 1983, it
traces its roots even further back, to
when founder Richard Pirovino
began operating in the originalequipment industry as long ago as
1974. In 1989, the firm entered the
lighting sector with its own range of
lamps; a few years later, it launched
Veralux, a 12-Volt, 11-Watt fluorescent outdoor lamp that soon became a bestseller in the caravanning
market. Dimatec operates both in
the original-equipment market and
in the aftermarket. We sell our own
products while also acting as sales
agents bringing together recreational-vehicle manufacturers and component producers, offering a huge
gamut of accessories and spares.
Dimatec has been ISO 9001:2000certified from November 1999. Ever
since, the company has worked tirelessly to enhance its internal processes for reaching its objectives while
constantly striving to provide better
and better customer service. In 2009,
we upgraded our certification to the
new ISO 9001:2008 standard.
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luminous intensity and angle of illumination
are of fundamental importance.
“The exterior lighting sector is more complex
than interior lighting,” continues Alexander
Vohwinkel, “and it takes longer to enter this
specific market: on the one hand there are
complex European approvals for road use,
and on the other the development costs are
very high. A motorhome manufacturer, who
must provide both the taillights and rear
bumper unit which incorporates these lights
(often customized to measure for the shape
and dimensions on the lights used), certainly
cannot sustain a change in product in the
short term. This is why the life cycle for taillights is five to six years on average. Only
after this period of time has elapsed will a
manufacturer think of changing a vehicle
model or take on a restyling of the rear section of the vehicle. I must say that in this
sense we feel quite fortunate at Dimatec: we
arrived on the market just two years ago,
when some manufacturers were due for a
renewal in their models, entailing a replacement of their lighting units.”
Considering there aren’t that many light
units on the market, there’s a bit of a risk that
vehicles will all have the same ‘eyes’ as taillights, and we all know that the ‘eyes’ are an
essential part of our look. However, creating
a customized taillight is very difficult because
it’s expensive for a mid-level RV manufacturer: we’re talking about development costs of
around €300,000. It’s impossible for a manufacturer producing just 2,000 motorhomes a
year to sustain these costs. Just the same,
customization is possible by combining
various elements in the catalogue: light bars
and
round

lights, with the addition of the decorative frames Dimatec proposes to its customers.
Dimatec offers manufacturers diversified products; it’s up to them to think creatively in
order to come up with customized effects
that will provide each model with its own
special appeal and unique character. As an
example, we can mention the French manufacturer Fleurette which, from the taillights
illustrated in the Dimatec catalogue, was able
to create a very special effect, playing on the
shape of the thermoformed bumper unit and
taillight casing.
“While it’s true that compared to interior
lighting solutions, exterior lighting units offer
less possibilities for variations,” explains
Dimatec’s Key Account Manager, “due to the
fact that they must respect specific standards
for approval purposes, I believe it’s also true
that using a bit of imagination it’s possible, in
terms of design, to come up with something
quite unique even making use of standard
components.”
In any case, Dimatec always seeks to assist its
customers, in complying with requests for
minor changes compared to the standard,
and in varying details from one customer to
another. For some types of taillights, there
can be as many as five or six variations of the
same product, based on each specific customer.
“Indeed, LED taillights have become an
essential selling point,” concludes Alexander
Vohwinkel, “since they combine contemporary design with excellent reliability.
Traditional taillights, with old style lamps, are
still in the catalogue and are often preferred
for manufacturers outfitting a more economical motorhome. However, some manufacturers also opt for LED taillights for their entry
level models, since they give the vehicle a different and very marketable image. We
believe we’re on the right track, and the
fact that major brands such as Pilote,
McLouis, Foster and Fleurette have
chosen our taillights is an important
sign of confidence for us: in just a
short time, we’ve managed to launch a
line of valid products with a good
price/quality ratio.”
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The future is here now!
StudioSyn has signed some of the most interesting design projects in the last few years, receiving more than
one award for its creations. An important point of reference for those who believe that in the upcoming
years, the clash between the different competitors will have design as the ground battle.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

nyone who have worked for
a long time in the recreational vehicle industry, or simply follows it as an amateur, cannot
fail to recognize the great strides
made in recent years in the design
field. Of course, we cannot speak
of an ultimate change, as the car
Tom Klueber-Voss
world is far distant, perhaps unreaStudioSYN - CEO
chable. However, something is
changing; at least, some companies
have understood that it is worthwhile investing in design.
Thus they have outsourced their projects to external firms,
specialised in industrial design related to the world of recreational vehicle. An example of this new-born phenomenon is
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the StudioSyn, Rüsselsheim. Located in the heart of Germany,
this design firm, founded in 1992, started its business with the
design of items aimed at home furnishing and joyned the RV
industry in 1996, with an assignment from Tabbert and Wilk
involving the study of a fabrics collection. In a few years
StudioSyn expanded its experience with different projects
aimed at furnishing KnausTabbert Group models, including
the interior design of the T@B, the tiny, unique retro-type
caravan. In 2007 the company received its first assignments
concerning a comprehensive design of the vehicle, which was
not limited to the interior but involved also the outer shell
with the various construction details: the L, and XL versions of
the T@B were thus created as well as the valuable Tabbert
Paganini, which allowed StudioSyn to fully shows its caliber
and talent. In 2007 the firm started a collaboration with the

Hobby group, which quickly led to the
creation of award winning models recognized by the specialized critics
(Caravaning Design Award) as emblematic of a new way of conceiving caravans and campers: Fendt Brilliant,
Hobby Premium and low profile Hobby
600. Also awarded with the Caravaning
Design Award we find some models
commissioned
by
KnausTabbert
Group,
such as Tabbert Great
Puccini and Knaus
Van TI, both dated
2012. The experience
gained
with
the
K n a u s Ta b b e r t
group reaches
its peak in the
Caravisio
concept, exposed at
the Caravan Salon
of Düsseldorf in
2013, where the public
and the press could see it
in its full magnificence. A habitable trailer definitely detached from
the stereotype of the traditional caravan, with shapes resembling those of
the nautical and automotive design:
aerodynamic frontal side, with terrace
equipped with pull down element, large
sliding door that leads to a kitchenette
appealing not only for the avant-garde
shape, but also for the cutting-edge
equipment (glass ceramic cooking hobs,
sink and shower equipped with soft
touch controls, an ceiling projector that
conveys the images to the large porch
window ... ) and furnishing items skillfully designed (folding seatback sofa
aimed at using the seat on two opposite sides). Many of the stylistic and furniture innovations Caravisio features
were then taken up by the new version
of the Eurostar, Knaus top of the range
product (Red Dot Award 2013,

Honorable Mention). However, we cannot forget the StudioSyn 360° collaboration with Niesmann&Bischoff, which
affected not only the vehicles exterior
and the interior, but also the exhibition
booths and the catalogue graphics. This
collaboration culminated in two icons of
the Third Millennium motorhomes: Arto
(Red Dot Award, Honorable Mention
2014) and Flair (Red Dot Award
Winner 2015 for "the high
quality of design"). The
design of the entire
motorhome
Morelo
series in 2013 (exterior design), the
redesign of the T@B
caravan, 2015 edition and the interior
of the Knaus BoxLife
van (at the beginning
of 2015) complete the
company profile, besides the overseas experience involving the exterior
design of the Unity model produced by Canadian Leisure Travel
Vans. It is also interesting, however, to
mention the recent start of a massive
collaboration with the Hymer group
(which, incidentally, is also part of
Niesmann&Bischoff),
with
the
HymerCar-brand Salish Sea concept
(modular furniture for Mercedes VClass), the redesign of the Burstner
Aviano and more. StudioSyn is able to
provide its customers with exhaustive
answers to their requirements through
an accurate design that, starting from
small constructional details may even
embrace the entire vehicle. From the
furniture items to the external optical
units. The latter is the true vehicles
distinctive trait, and for this reason
StudioSyn collaborated on several occasions with major companies in the industry such as Hella and Jokon. The
StudioSyn experience is not limited to

RV sector, but also embraces other
areas, like the nautical sector with projects aimed at Riva and Bennetti shipyards. We interviewed Tom KlueberVoss, CEO of StudioSyn.
When was StudioSyn established?
I founded the design studio in 1993
after my apprenticeship as a carpenter
and subsequent study as an industrial
designer (Klüber Design at the time). In
those days, I was motivated by the
opportunity to bring furniture ideas to
life in conjunction with partners and to
act independently as a businessperson.
We initially worked for the furniture
industry (upholstered furniture, office
furniture and household furniture).
Why did StudioSyn enter the field
of recreational vehicles?
Even at the beginning of my studies I
had a dream of one day designing
yachts and structuring small living areas
as perfectly as possible. The caravan
manufacturer TABBERT became aware
of us in 1996 due to our involvement in
the furniture business. Initially, we designed the fabric collections for the next
few years and redesigned the caravan
furniture piece by piece.
Ordinary people, influenced by the
press, equate good design with
"good form". What is design and
when does form follow function in
the design of a motorhome or caravan?
Design currently has many functions. In
principle, design connects the product,
its functions and the people who use or
view the product. Functionality is very
important in a sophisticated product
like a motorhome. Product language
manifests these functions. Design must
be fun and can be very emotional given
appropriate styling. And last but not
least, design must strengthen the posi-
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tion of the manufacturer’s brand.
However, commercial success is always
important for STUDIOSYN products.
There is a big difference in terms of
image between some products of the
late '90s and some examples that are
actually wonderful, and not even twenty years have passed. Moreover, in addition to beautiful motorhomes there are
still rather ungainly vehicles. How much
does it cost in time, experience and people to create good design, and how is
this rewarded by the marketplace?
Investments in good design always pay
off. Unfortunately, the caravan industry
deals very poorly with the copyrights of
the designers and their competitors.
They have copied and plagiarized for
decades wherever possible. To be sure,
this saves development costs in the short
term, but leads you to abandon innovations to your competitors. Thus, in the
long run, your own brand becomes
ever weaker, while the competition gets attention through
innovative
products,
increases design expertise for the brand, and
increases its own
added value in particular. Investments
in good design lead
to lasting success.
This is quite clear
with our customer
Niesmann+Bischoff.
For 6 years, they have
taken great care to
pay attention to good
independent design. The
products are extremely successful and the brand has since
become the hottest brand in Europe.3)
In the automotive world, design is everything, or nearly so. On the other hand,
things are just getting started in the
field of motorhomes and caravans.
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What are
the differences in
terms of
culture,
design and
production
processes?
One
cannot
really compare
the automobile
industry and the
caravan industry. Both produce highly complex products, but the automobile industry produces millions and the caravan
industry a few thousand. In principle,
we deal with large manufacturers in the
caravan industry. Vertical integration,
process reliability, the level of automation, and productivity in particular are
markedly worse here than in the automobile industry. Considering that a
run of 50 identical vehicles
is really something special, we do it quite
well. The crucial
difference, however, is that in the
automobile
industry, they
design and sell
a brand. In the
caravan industry, we sell
motorhomes.
When this is done
consistently
for
decades, as in our
industry, the individual
OEMs’ products are interchangeable, and added value
from a good brand image rests at the
lower margin of its potential. All marketing tools (including professional caravan product design) should be used to
serve the advancement of the brand.

We could still learn a lot from the large
automobile brands in this respect.
In the RV world, does it make sense
to create concept vehicles, prototypes to be presented at shows to
impress the audience? Or is it too
expensive? What is the payoff in
terms of image versus experiences
that can be useful for future vehicles in a production run?
In the consumer goods industry, it is
especially important to define goals,
dream dreams and signal that the caravanning vacation style has advanced
and is sustainable, and to do so on the
basis of average product qualities. Here,
too the question of costs and benefits is
answered through the sustainability of
one’s own corporate strategy. If a
manufacturer seeks short-term success,
it won’t want to define goals for the
future and spend money on them.
However, long-term strategies are an
important basis for security and dependability even today. A good example is
our latest study for HYMER, “SALISHSEA”. Hymer is currently considering
new paths in the panel van segment. A
manifestation is the Salish-See study
based on the new Mercedes V class.
Market acceptance was researched,

sampled and tested. It gave rise to a discussion at the company about the subject, yielded approaches to solutions, and
brought attention to the brand.
You also worked with an American company. What are
the differences compared to European companies?
We are noticing that European and particularly German products (automobiles and household furniture, for example) are
very well-respected in the U.S.A. This is the result of the
above-average level of design in Europe, if nothing else. The
American caravan market is comparable to ours 15 years ago.
The products are very conservative, production
methods are very traditional, and design
obviously plays no great role
as a competitive advantage. The market is
expanding,
and
customers have
become accustomed to average
quality, so no one
needs to try to
innovate.
Our

customer LEISURE is a small, discriminating manufacturer of
high value motorhomes. Leisure distinguishes itself with its
affinity for design and with its quality standards and is very
successful in doing so. It also shows that ongoing efforts
regarding good design pay off.
6) What have been and what will be major changes in the
design of camping vehicles?
For motorhomes, we will see ever more integrated design.
Better aerodynamics, reduced fuel consumption and less wind
noise are also becoming ever more important. As far as I
know, we are the only design studio in the caravan industry
that optimizes vehicle designs using a virtual wind tunnel. In
the interior, future spaces will evoke a small apartment and
will be less informed by the look of special caravan furniture.
In the wake of the “dynamic trend”, caravans are once again
being designed to look more “relaxed”. Living circumstances
at the camp site will again stand at the center of exterior
design.
Flat vertical sides: an insuperable limit?
No. We are now working with one of our customers on a completely new architecture for side walls. Technologically, a solution has been found. We are now merely working on process
reliability, and we are experimenting with the new alternatives for exterior design. You will be surprised.
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STUDIOSYN
How much and in what way does
the chassis influence the design of a
motorhome?
From the perspective of the designer,
the crucial drawback of today’s basic
vehicles and chassis is track width, which
is too narrow. The wheels are too wide
in the wheel well, and handling in curves is correspondingly poor. The Ducato
is still the best vehicle with respect to
track width; that it is the market leader
is no surprise. Here, the goal of the
design is to conceal the limited track
width as much as possible through intelligent design. There are several perceptual effects that we can make use of to
solve the problem. One can see this particularly well in the front wheel arch of
the new Flair from Niesmann+Bischoff.
Is it more difficult to design a
motorhome or a caravan? Why?
The goal in the interior is roughly comparable, even though the lowerable
beds, which are ever more frequently
required, represent a particular challenge. As a general rule, the caravan offers
more vehicle width that the motorhome, so we interior designers must sometimes perform magic in the motorhome.
What are the elements of an RV on
which it is easier to work, and
which ones are difficult to change?
Why?
I would like to answer the question considering the different vehicle categories:
Panel vans are the most difficult to
design. Here, nearly the entire geometry is predetermined by the basic vehi-
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cle, and the manufacturer’s design is
limited to color and trim, and at best a
customized roof. I think this is fully
resolved in the latest generation of the
James Cook from Westfalia.The semiintegrated give us designers considerably more options even though the basic
vehicle is the dominant part. Here, the
goal is often to integrate the required
height skillfully and give the vehicle
good proportions. This can be seen in
our IXEO with the new longitudinal
lowerable bed. Here, the lowerable bed
is integrated flush into the ceiling,
which leads to considerable vehicle
height. The design uses special coloring,
corrugation and various “muscle fibers”
in order to aesthetically reduce the perceived vehicle height using these horizontal patterns. The “battle royale” for
us designers is the design of a Class A

motorhome. Here, one can reveal the
DNA of the brand consistently and such
that the brand vision is characterized by
high recall value. A unique multifunction light in the rear, unique headlights, a brand-distinguishing daytime
running light and a unique nighttime
look for the tail lights demonstrate the
possibilities.

Fiamma SpA - Via S. Rocco, 56 - 21010 Cardano Al Campo (VA) - Italy
Tel: +39 0331 709111
Web: www.fiamma.com

More power, less noise
and less power consumption
The new Aqua F by Fiamma has excellent performance and elegant design. In few words: more litres per
minute, less noise, excellent price-performance relation.

Characteristics

Words Andrea Cattaneo

he self-priming diaphragm pump Aqua F by Fiamma
with 4 chambers for potable water is designed for a
constant and high flow. Fiamma was already very
popular in the OEM world for its excellent pump Aqua 8,
able to pumps water vertically over 3m with no priming.
Now with the new version Aqua F, Fiamma exceeds itself.
The flow is increased to 13 l/min. An incredible performance thank to the change from 3 to 4 pistons and the simultaneous increase in displacement. But the largest number
of pistons has another effect: a constant flow rate when
opening the tap. Each piston, infact, is assisted by one inlet
valve and one outlet valve apply a constant thrust; this translates into a continuous water flow. Furthermore Aqua F by
Fiamma is equipped with innovative inner membrane made
from a single piece to ensure watertight seal, has an
anti-vibration base and external filter for easy
maintenance. But the efforts of the developer
were focused also on the noise reduction. The
noise decreased to 50 dB of maximum noise
level. Several factors contribute to reduce
vibrations, making this pump even quieter:
more balanced pressure, rubber membrane
in a single piece, compact mechanical transmission, anti vibration base.
The new motor with high efficiency, finally,
can ensure high capacity with low power consumption.
Aqua F by Fiamma can be installed in any position
and can run dry without damage.
Connections to the system via
Ø 13mm pipes delivered as
standard or instant fittings with 1/2” female
thread and Ø 13mm
hose joint (not
included).

T
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Description
Item No.
Weight
Power Supply
Absorption
Max flow at 0 bar
Noise level
Pressure switch interv.
Section head

Aqua F (13 liters)

Aqua F (8 liters)

A20

07073-01-

07073A01-

02478-01-

2,2 kg

1,4 kg

0,3 kg

12 V

12 V

2,5 A

2,0 A

13 l/min

8 l/min

50 db

50 db

1,5 Bar 21,7 Psi

1,5 Bar 21,7 Psi

5m

5m

Contacts:
fiamma@fiamma.it

Technical features

• Anti vibration plastic base
• Visible motor kit with termic protection
(delivered as standard for 13l. version)
• 4 chambers for high flow of water
• Membrane in one piece to protect the
motor
• Stainless steel filter (optional for the 8l.
version), removable for easy cleaning

Approvals

A safe and reliable pump with many
approvals:
•
•
•
•

ECE ONU R10
RCM N136
DM 174/2004
EU 10/2011

TIMELINE OF THE SUCCESS

1945
Fiamma is founded by Norma and Arnaldo
Pozzi. The name Fiamma, which means
"flame" in Italian, is also the name of the
first aluminum gas stove for camping.

1973
Fiamma is the first company to introduce to
the European market a complete range of
products of superior quality for
Motorhomes and Trailers.

1980
Fiamma starts its operation in the American
market and becomes a leader in the production of awnings for Class B Motorhomes.
1984
Fiamma
creates
the
International
Motorhome Club to strengthen the relationship between the company and its endusers. Fiamma becomes the first company in
this market to get the TUV-GS (German
Quality Control) for its awnings.
1987
Fiamma expands into the Japanese market
to become the leading manufacturer of
accessories for recreational vehicles.
1996
Fiamma receives the ISO 9002 certification.
2002
Fiamma receives the ISO 9001 certification
for its new and state-of-the art factory located in Cardano al Campo.

Company Profile

2005
Inauguration of Fiamma Service, the completely automated distribution center of
spare parts.
2012
John-David Pozzi (since 2008) and Charles
Pozzi are collaborating in the function of
Managing Directors of Fiamma Spa.
2015
Fiamma celebrates 70 years of activity.

2003
Fiamma opens new departments with high
tech equipment thereby increasing production capacity by 40%.

Fiamma is a leading company for the outdoor lifestyle. A quality that Fiamma has estabilished over the last 70 years, producing outstanding precision engineered RV accessories. Fiamma is known worldwide as a pioneer and leading company in manufacturing technical
accessories for the recreational vehicle market. It has more than 100 patents registered in Europe, USA, Japan and Taiwan. The headquarters in Cardano al Campo focuses on product design and worldwide distribution. In addition there are eight manufacturing facilities where product improvements, technology innovation and new production processes are constantly implemented. The Fiamma catalog is translated into 11 languages including Chinese, Japanese and Russian.
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I-Pan - S.P. 31 bis, Regione Cavallino, 8 - 15030 Coniolo (AL) - Italy
Tel: +39.0142.330111
Web: www.i-panspa.com

ELLESSEBI 3.O
(LIGHT STRAND BOARD)
Innovation in the world of finishings for recreational vehicles gives rise to a new panel: ELLESSEBI 3.0
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

esistant, lightweight and eco-sustainable, ELLESSEBI 3.0 is an extraordinarily innovative product for the
recreational vehicle sector. It was first presented last August, including in this journal,
eliciting a great deal of interest among
industry operators, since it responds perfectly to the needs of RV manufacturers, providing very high technical performance specifications. ELLESSEBI 3.0 is created using
poplar chips made from virgin wood and
provides a very hard surface that is perfectly
smooth and filmable with any material:
phenol papers, melamine, PVC, Alkorcell
and finish foils. The minimum possible
thickness is 10 mm (current production is
12 mm), whereas the panel dimensions can
reach a maxi format of 5200 x 2200mm.
ELLESSEBI 3.0 is eco-sustainable because
the use of adhesives has been reduced to a
minimum; the adhesives used are odourless
and formaldehyde free. In addition, the

R
STRENGTHS
Technology

Lightness
<450 +/- 5% KG/M3

also capable of supplying small scale quantities of ELLESSEBI 3.0, as is often requested
by the RV sector, thanks to the use of
advanced production processes that allow
us to focus on niche products, special work
processes, and fast customized delivery
times. Other producers, who may be much
bigger than we are, can’t always provide
this sort of flexibility.”

Surface extremely
resistant

Without
formaldehyde

Easy to use

Format 1250x2500 mm
(others on request)

Eco-sustainable and
FSC or PEFC certifiable
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poplar used is 100% grown in Italian plantations, thereby ensuring a low environmental impact in terms of transportation,
and is from forests that meet FSC and PEFC
standards. Production processes are state of
the art, the most advanced anywhere in the
world, using production waste from virgin
wood to power a biomass power plant that
supplies electricity to the production facilities.
“Our ELLESSEBI 3.0 panels are specifically
designed for the motorhome and caravan
industry, but are also enjoying great success
in the furniture sector,” explains sales
manager Alessandro Marchini. “They’re
lightweight, perfectly filmable, eco-sustainable and are easy to work with. We have a
high production capability, combined with
high quality products, guaranteeing our
customers superior service flexibility. We’re

ELLESSEBI 3.0

Would you like to
receive a
sample test?
Write to:

ellessebi@i-panspa.com

Contacts:
E-mail: info@i-panspa.com

ELLESSEBI 3.0
• Extremely resistant to abrasion.
• Easy to use because, since it is wood, it can be
cut, pierced, shaped or fixed with standard
equipment used by industries, craftsmen and
end-users.
• Available in a wide range of sizes and thicknesses.
• No added formaldehyde
• Versatile: it can be filmed with various kinds of finishing, both smooth and anti-slip, available in several
colors.
• Low environmental impact: because it is produced with plantations wood, and reusable.
• Economical and multifunctional.

Characteristics
Thicknesses:
Raw material:

12 – 20mm
100% poplar, which gives the panel light-weight, high performances, white colour.

Core:

Thin strands, which give stability and high mechanical properties.

Bonding:
Average density:
Sustainability:

Moisture resistant.
<450 +/- 5 % kg/m³
Poplar coming from European plantations. It can be FSC or PEFC certifiable.

Technical specifications (referred to 15 mm)
MOR

Unsanded

EN 310

N/mm²

≥10

MOE

Unsanded

EN 310

N/mm²

≥2000

Internal bond

Unsanded

EN 319

N/mm²

≥0,26

Surface soundness

Sanded

EN 311

N/mm²

>0,8

Density of the faces

Unsanded

Density
Thickness swelling after 24 hours
Thickness

Sanded

EN 323

kg/m³

750

kg/m³ +/-5%

450

Unsanded

EN 317

%

≤10

Sanded

EN 324-1

mm

+/- 0,3

EN 324 – 1

mm

+/- 3

EN 324-2

mm/m

2

Lenght/Width
Squareness

Company Profile

he Bonzano Group was founded in 1952, and over time
has expanded its business throughout the wood sector.
fter sixty successful years, 2012 saw the start-up of I-PAN
S.p.A., the first plant in Italy and the only one in Europe producing 100% Italian poplar OSB panels. This initiative is dedicated to the entrepreneur Bruno Bonzano, who opened the
first Italian thin chipboard manufacturing plant in 1972 and
the world’s first plant for the production of thin MDF in 1982.
As a result the company became leader in its own market. The
recent installation of production facilities was made possible
thanks to the collaboration with the company IMAL S.r.l. of
San Damaso (Modena), the most important company in the
field of applied technologies and systems. It provided an
innovative technology that represents the state of the art
when it comes to the global production of OSB.

T
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Nobilpan S.p.A - Via Partigiani d'Italia, 8 - 43055 Mezzano Superiore (PR) - Italy
Ph. +39 0521 815974 - Fax +39 0521 816737
Web: www.nobilpan.it - Email: info@nobilpan.it

Nobilpan introduces a new
product line: HPL finishing panels
Nobilpan’s 40 years experience has helped the company to create an exclusive finishing panel process that
guarantees durable longer lasting high quality panels, reducing costs and helping to limit the effect on the
environment to a minimum. The new application is the high pressure laminate (HPL) finish option.
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

or over 40 years, Nobilpan has concentrated its business on wood finishing techniques. By applying thin
lining sheets using vinyl adhesives, raw
panels can incorporate colours and innovative designs, from traditional wood effects
revisited with new trendy finishes, to a metal,
stone, fabric or mural painting effect.
Founded in 1974, Nobilpan has evolved and
perfected its finishing techniques, making
use of a variety of supports (pressed wood,
plywood, MDF, chipboard and hardboard)
and different decorative films (polypropylene, decorative papers, PVC and laminates).
Applications are truly endless, and have
increased over time. Today Nobilpan’s production no longer focuses just on the furniture sector, as it manufactures products for
doors, exhibition stands, and interior furnishings for recreational vehicles and mobile
homes.
Nobilpan is based in Mezzani, in the province of Parma in Emilia Romagna, with a production site covering a surface area of 7,000
square meters. An extension is due to be
completed in the coming months to improve
flexibility and production capacity. Nobilpan
is currently investing not only in infrastructure, but in machinery and technology systems,
as well as, expanding its product range by
adding a new line for the application of HPL
(high pressure laminates).
The company intends to offer customers a

F

complete product package. Laminated finished panels are highly resistant products
with a strong decorative impact, predominately used in the furniture and furnishings sector, with applications in the RV sector as well.
The new product line allows for the finishing
of panels with laminates in standard or oversize measurements. Nobilpan’s collection is
constantly updated to reflect new market
trends and the proposals of manufacturers.
At the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, the company’s stand provided examples of the appli-

The product range for the RV’s
• NOBIDECOR: thin wooden based panel, decorative and
multi-functional.
Composition of wood shavings and chips (chipboard) or
fragments of hard and soft wood fibre (MDF - HDF)
making it an ideal surface to be covered with decorative paper, plastic foils and laminates.
• NOBIPLY: multi-layered plywood panel - strong, versatile and decorative.
Semi-finished panels made up of sheets of wood veneer
glued together using the cross-grain method. The internal and external layers can be made with the same material
or be veneered with more prestigious wood effect foils. The
external B or BB quality sides are refined evenly so they can
be covered with decorative paper, plastic foils, CPL or HPL.

cation of laminates to panels.
In addition to UNI EN ISO 9001 certification,
Nobilpan is also certified by the organization
FSC for the responsible management of
forest resources. Today, Nobilpan’s awareness
of environmental issues and natural resources is summed up in the “Eco-Friendly by
Nobilpan” brand, reaffirming the company’s
commitment to adopting a wide range of
production techniques and best practices
aimed at giving real meaning to the value of
eco-sustainability.

• NOBIFLOOR: non-slip flooring panel.
Semi-finished panels made up of sheets of wood veneer glued
together using the cross-grain method. The internal and external
layers can be made with the same material or be veneered with
more prestigious wood effect foils. The external B or BB quality
sides are refined evenly so they can be covered with non-slip plastic foils.
• NOBITECH: sandwich panel - light and decorative.
Sandwich Panel made with wooden or wooden based resistant
outer layers (faces) and a rigid core. The core can be in EPS or any
alternatively lightweight material. This Sandwich panel is thick,
resistant and at the same time light in weight. The characteristics
of the outer layers makes them an ideal surface to be covered
with decorative paper, plastic foils or laminates.
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AUTOMATIC GEARBOX

Everything you ever
wanted to know about
the automatic
transmission on
European vehicles
Robotized or automatic with torque converter, dual clutch:
different solutions that vary according to technology, pricing, pricing and complexity, but, also and especially, performance. Easy handling, docility, precision, smooth drive and
pleasure increase hand in hand with system complexity. Let’s
see the systems adopted by the most commonly used vehicles
in Europe featuring automatic gearbox.
Words Michel Vuillermoz

omfort-Matic, Hi-Matic, 7G-Tronic, DSG, Quickshift: each
brand has coined its own name for the systems their vehicles
are equipped with. However, there are substantial differences
among the various systems today available on the market. Very often,
in fact, we tend to divide the gearbox types in two broad categories:
manual and automatic. Actually, there are four categories at least:
beside the initial two, in fact, we need to consider those including
automated /robotized systems as well as the double-clutch-equipped
systems equipped. A table summarizing the possible combinations
available on the market today should display the items in the following order: manual, robotized, automatic, dual clutch. Leaving the
classic manual gearbox aside, we should focus on the three remaining systems, which, although very different from the technical and
technological point of view and showing obvious differences related
to operation smoothness, fuel consumption, wear and tear, vehicle
handling as well as weight, costs and overall size, are designed to
offer the driver the utmost comfort, relax and driving pleasure.

C

FIAT DUCATO: Comfort-Matic
In Europe, FIAT Ducato in unquestionably the most popular basic
vehicle: the Ducato chassis recreational vehicle version equips quite
naturally any type of vehicle, from compact van to maxi motorhome
without forgetting low-profiles and cab covered, with a wide range
of prices, sizes and weights, from 30.000 euros to 150,000 Euro,
from 5 to 9 meters and from 30 to 54 quintals assured by the AL-KO
AMC exta series chassis combined with dual rear axle. Ducato features unsurpassed versatility, resulting from four engines (115 bhp 2.0
Multijet, 130 bhp 2.3 Multijet, 148 bhp 2.3 Multijet TGV, 177 bhp
3.0 Multijet Power), three different conversion chassis (side-railed
standard, lowered Camping-Car Special and extra series AL-KO
AMC) and, importantly, three different gearboxes. While the
"small" Ducato 2.0 Multijet is available only with the classic
five-speed manual gearbox + RM, the more powerful versions feature both manual six-speed gearbox + RM and
Comfort-Matic, six-speed automated gearbox + RM. A
"MTA" - Manual Transmission Automated - automated manual gearbox, then, that uses the same vehicle of the manual version, although aiming at offering more comfort and ease of driving thanks to
the absence of the classical manual linkage, replaced by an actuator electronically controlled by a
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special
transmission
control unit (TCU - Transmission
Control Unit). Comfort-Matic, in
particular, provides the driver with
the option to use it both in sequential
mode, with the desired gear ratio
selectable via the classic joystick on the front panel and in fully automated one, thus exploiting some interesting features designed to
achieve an optimal use of the engine power and torque. In particular, Comfort-Matic benefits from: Uphill-Downhill Mode, featuring
software-managed, special gear shifting modes in order to ensure a
more appropriate gear ratio use in relation to the road gradient,
Warm-Up Mode, featuring a special operation cycle apt to reduce the
pollutants emissions resulting from cold starts, Brake-Assistance
Mode, with a reduction of the gear ratios used according to the engine-brake logic system, to help the vehicle deceleration and thus limiting the brakes usage, Kick-Down Mode, with the classic prior down
gear shifting following the highest performance request with the
accelerator pedal fully depressed (for example, during an overtaking)
and Detestino Fast-Off, with gearbox inhibition when the accelerator
pedal is quickly released. All these modes, instantaneously managed
by the on board electronics, sums up to a special "UP" feature, selectable via a dedicated button on the dashboard, which introduces a
special profile for the mountain drive or in heavy operating conditions: the latter aspect is essential for the vast majority of recreational vehicles. As already mentioned, Comfort-Matic is available on all the Ducato chassis
recreational vehicle version
with 130, 148 and 177 hp
engines: in conjunction
with the two more limited
cubature and power units,
the
system

includes a specific management unit featuring a sophisticated electronics expressly
designed to best support the torque curve
provided by the propeller. Proposed by Fiat
with a surcharge of around 1,600 Euro,
Comfort-Matic, at weight level, features only
a 17kg burden between the automated and
the manual system. If we consider these latter details, it seems clear that the automated
gearbox proposed by Fiat can be appealing
not only to high-end vehicles where the price
and mass increase in running order resulting
from the adoption of the system appear
totally negligible as compared to the total
value of a full-equipped camper, but also and
especially to lower classes, by reaching the
psychological limit of 50,000 Euro and thus
attracting an infinitely wider and heterogeneous customers’ group. The classic wealthy
couple who decides to invest a significant
amount of money in a large and prestigious
dual axis motorhome, of course, but also
younger crews, numerous or dynamic who,
on their new vehicle, do not intend to
renounce to a convenient aid to make a better use of those rapid-transfer stops that, in
the journey economy, are less interesting and
more stressful.
No wonder that Comfort-Matic joined, as an
optional feature, the official catalogs of the
manufacturers’ vast majority: sometimes as

an independent accessory, sometimes included in special packages, the automated
gearbox carved its niche also in the catalogs
of particularly value-for-money aggressive
brands. An example is the spanish Benimar, a
Trigano Group member, which provides the
Comfort-Matic system, in conjunction with
148 hp engine, included in the rich
Northautokapp pack dedicated to competitive low profile vehicles and Mileo and Aristeo
motorhomes, mid-range vehicles whose
price is between 50 and 65 thousand euros.
The Ducato increasing popularity, however, is
not just limited to Europe: the Fiat’s commercial vehicle has been on the Australian market for years, with different embodiments
(both locally produced and imported) and,
more recently, has begun to conquer also
the Americans thanks to its stars-and-stripes version, the Ram ProMaster, fitted
with two propellers (the 177 bhp 3.0
Multijet Power diesel, renamed 3.0
Biodiesel I4, with Comfort-Matic automated gearbox and the 280 bhp 3.6 V6
Pentastar with six-speed automatic gearbox
and torque converter. The Pro-Master has
now established itself in the large
Winnebago catalog as a basic vehicle, where
it equips the Travato van and the low profiles
Viva and Trend, Coachmen (the low-profiles
featuring Orion tilting units), and that has
arrived also in Canada, with the recent Zion
van made by Roadtrek, and the ProMaster
Series from Safari Condo.
RENAULT MASTER: Quickshift
If the Fiat Ducato’s transalpine brothers, the
Citroen Jumper and Peugeot Boxer, built by
the FCA and PSA joint-venture, do not currently provide answers to those who want to
rely on automated systems, this is not true
for another historic French maison, Renault:
the “Lozenge factory”, in fact, proposes the
Master with a 6 speed automated gearbox +
RM in conjunction with the 148 bhp 2.3DCI
engine and with front wheel drive versions
and those with rear-wheel drive and twin

wheels, but not in association with the most
performant propeller, the 166 bhp 2.3DCI
with a variable-geometry turbine. In spite of
the interesting opportunity to offer concrete
answers both to the driving lovers, thanks to
the front-wheel drive, and to the several supporters of a more pronounced truck setting
based on twin rear axle, the Master struggles
to find its own space in the recreational vehicles European market, thus limiting its presence in the Adria and Trailer price-lists relating to cab
cove-

red and low
profiles,
FontVendome and Karmann,
in the field of the increasingly
widespread and appreciated vans. The
Australian market is quite another story, with
the Master Propulsion selected by Sunliner.
TOP OF THE RANGE PRODUCTS
The niche market, featuring the transformation of the two most modern and prestigious
vehicles available today, the Iveco Daily and
the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter, is where the
game starts to become increasingly interesting. Although not very popular chassis,
usually limited to highly technical vehicles,
often with overall masses far heavier than
the traditional 35 quintals, they are considered as the most active innovators and bearers
of automotive technologies, each in its own
field.
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MERCEDES SPRINTER: 7G -Tronic Plus
Although not brand new, the Sprinter W906 is one of the most
powerful convertible basic vehicle available on the market today:
capable of uniting blazon, prestige, power, style and technology,
for years it has been the one and only true supporter of the automatic gearbox with torque converter applied to a commercial van.
The tradition that associates the Mercedes-Benz commercial
vehicles with the automatic gearbox, began already in
the Eighties with the historical 410D and continued until
today, through different Sprinter generations. Rear
Wheel Drive with single or twin wheels, 4x4, TO-KO
AMC lowered chassis, 4 or 6 cylinders Bluetec engines,
powers up to 190 bhp, and most importantly, a name
that says it all to anyone who is a little familiar with the
products of the three-pointed star maison: 7G-Tronic
Plus. Sprinter is available in an infinite number of versions
to provide adequate responses to any type of request, of
course including those related to the recreational vehicles
sector, where the Stuttgart commercial vehicles equips
low profiles and Auto-Sleepers, Hymer, Frankia, LeVoyageur
motorhomes, the flagship van of the maison and, among
the craft manufacturers specialized in "tailored" products,
prestigious creations such as Robel-Mobil, Dopfer Individual,
Wochner Mobil in Germany or Nordic Husbilen in Sweden.
Sprinter was, and still is, a true example of cross-vehicle, chosen for
its own characteristics and peculiarities in different continents ranging from Australia (Trakka, Sunliner …) to Canada (SafariCondo
Mercedes Series, Roadtrek SS Agile, CS, and RS info Adventurous,
AND-Trek, TS info Adventurous), United States (Winnebago Era,
Navion, View, Reyo and Track, Coachmen Prism and Gallery…)
China (Yutong, Zhongyi, Beifang…) without neglecting, of course,
Europe.
Focal points of a so widespread success and appreciation are
obviously a range of extremely efficient engines that see in the
powerful 3.0 V6 190hp and 440N/m pair one of the most succes-
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sful propellers available today as well as the possibility of combining
the sophisticated automatic gearbox with 7G-Tronic Plus torque
converter not only with almost all the available engines (129, 163
or 190 bhp), but also with the four-wheel drive 4x4 featuring both
single and twin rear wheels. Offering comfort, quietness, and road
car performance, Sprinter 7G-Tronic Plus is available with a number
of different gearbox ratios to the rear axle, so as to best match the
different use requirements (and their overall masses at full load)
and, as already pointed out, with four-wheel drive that can be
inserted and optimal DSR - Downhill Speed Regulation system in
conjunction with Tempomat for an optimal management of the
dynamic behavior even in the presence of steep slopes.
As to the chassis, the adoption of the automatic transmission 7GTronic Plus increases its tare of about 50 kg, while additional 150
kg may derive from the adoption of the four-wheel drive with insertable front. As regards the prices, the automatic gearbox is proposed at about 2,500 Euros, while the cost resulting from the fourwheel drive is much more significant, with a surcharge that easily
exceeds the 10,000 Euro compared to the standard version.
The strength of Sprinter has always been the combination of reliability, comfort, technology, security and the service capillarity, if
needed: qualities that, especially in their dynamic component, are
immediately apparent once you drive the vehicle, with an
impeccable and precise behavior in any condition
aided by an impressive accuracy of the gearbox
coupling.
This

applies
to both the
six speed manual
systems Eco Gear, and fortiori, to the 7G-Tronic Plus. It is
enough, in fact, to press the brake pedal, act
on joystick moving it from P (Park) to D (Drive) to enjoy a uncompromising smoothness, with the possibility, when necessary, to
move the vehicle a few centimeters and with no need to use the
accelerator pedal, and, at higher speed, a total absence of vibrations or interruptions in the power and torque delivery for a relaxing and safe drive even on long journeys. The seven speed system,
just by virtue of a gears number higher than the average, gets the
right intersection between torque curve, speed and driver’s requirement, allowing a reduction in fuel consumption and offering extremely reduced maintenance intervals.

IVECO DAILY: Hi-Matic
An even higher number of gear ratios - up to
eight - combined with the truck-type chassis
performance, with real C side rails, are some
of the Iveco Daily strengths. Historical name
in the world of light vehicles, Daily has more
than thirty years’ successful career: always at
the forefront, it was the first to introduce,
over the years, direct injection, intercooler,
front and rear disc brakes, common rail injection and to gain a wide group of crosscustomers thanks to an extraordinarily wide
range of versions including compact vehicles
with a total mass even below the 3.5 tonnes
and performant chassis constituting a genuine alternative to the heavier (and more
expensive) EuroCargo. If, in fact, Daily was
the basis that, over the years, has equipped
a good number of recreational mid/high
class vehicles with a weight limit of 3.5 tonnes which allowed the drive with the ordinary driving license B, in recent years Iveco has
increasingly shifted its focus on premium
class, going to fit luxury vehicles aimed to
expert and demanding users with 170 and
205 bhp 3.0 versione and with 65 and 70
quintals chassis. A customer who is to buy a
highly prestigious motorhome and make a
definitely important investment, often higher
than the 200,000 Euro, has his/her mind set
on buying a real luxury suite on wheels, offering maximum comfort and maximum autonomy during stops as well as on the road. As
a result, these vehicles need to offer a level
of comfort and driving pleasure comparable
to that of a modern luxury car: certainly not
a super-sport car, because mass, weight and
size are significantly different, but the coreconcept is to ensure a pleasurable and a
comfort worthy of a modern and exclusive
bus coach. Thus we have sophisticated selflevelling suspension systems designed to
dampen the roughness of the ground,
powerful engines that can be combined with
a true automatic gearbox with torque converter. The latest Hi-Matic system, the automatic transmission designed and made by
Iveco in collaboration with the specialist ZF,

may be considered, for the torinese vehicle,
as the true fulfillment of a transformation or,
better, an evolution: along with strength,
performance and power, the Daily today
offers total comfort and driving pleasure. A
true automatic gearbox with torque converter, with eight speed plus reverse to exploit
the 106 and 126 bhp 2.3 Multijet engines
and the more powerful and performant 170
and 205 bhp 3.0 Multijet engines, Hi-Matic
was designed to combine pleasure and ease
of driving, by offering two operation modes
(Eco and Power) characterized by an extremely fast and prompt gear shifting (about
200 milliseconds) and by operations programs designed to minimize the consumption (constant use of the highest gear ratio
available) and maximize performance. Three
are, in fact, the versions available: Hi-Matic
Urban, meant to be used in the city traffic is
marked by a self-adapting gear-shifting that
optimizes the gearbox control by choosing
among 20 different
programs,

Hi-Matic Regional, dedicated to those who
look for the maximum versatility and flexibility, and Hi-Matic International, with double
over-drive in longer gears and torque converter with torsional damper to ensure maximum efficiency in the consumptions of those
who need to travel long distances. A system
that wonderfully combines with vehicles
dedicated to frequent long-range travels,
used by crews accustomed to spend several
weeks away from home, who can always
count on autonomy and ease of management. In particular, on large and prestigious
Germany-manifactured motorhomes, made
on especially constructed Daily chassis cowl
modified and adapted to receive a full body,
the repositioning of the steering wheel,
dashboard and controls has sometimes
generated differences in the positioning of
some commands compared the original version, forcing the driver to adapt to the new
situation. A fact that the new Hi-Matic promises to overcome, because, thanks to the
sophisticated automatic gearbox electronic
management, the interventions on its joystick are definitely reduced: in practice only
upon departure and parking, as it happens
with the Sprinter 7G-Tronic. The new
Daily, laun-
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IPSE DIXIT

AUTOMATIC GEARBOX

We sent some questions via email to the technical management of the camper business development
in Germany. Here are the answers of Iveco to our short interview.
Aboutcamp BtoB - In the world of recreational vehicles, Daily has increasingly established itself over the years as a high
technical basis designed to equip almost
exclusively high end or premium vehicles
thanks to the 60, 65 and 70 quintals chassis. With a price ranging from a minimum
of 150 and a maximum of about 250
thousand euros, these vehicles unquestionably constitute a major investment for
clients and are often intended as the ultimate RV to be purchased and used for
relatively long periods of time. What HiMatic variant will be used on Daily vehicles
converted into camper/motorhome, often
following a series of major pre-production
changes (e.g., Meier? The "Regional" or
the “International" one? And technically
speaking how do the various versions differ from each other?
Iveco -We are very proud that our customers decide in 98 per cent of all purchases
to opt for the Hi-Matic gearbox. This is a
clear signal that we did the right development. To establish our product in the
mainstream segment we convinced bodybuilders that our Daily 50C is a good base
for building a heavy motorhome with a lot
of extras, while achieving a price level of
€100,000-150,000. Morelo, Concorde,
Carthago and Phenix are offering campers
on this chassis. The best-selling chassis for
luxury campers is the Daily 70C21. The
chassis has the largest payload in the segment below 7.5 tonnes - up to 4,900kg and together with our Hi-Matic gearbox
this camper offers the best balance between payload and luxury driving experience.
The Daily is the only chassis in the 3.5-7.2
tonne range where the bodybuilder can
lift the platform, including the dashboard
and all cabin equipment, to offer the
customer a wide space in the double flour
without a step in the cabin, and with no
engine tunnel. This solution offers the
possibility of including the driving seat and
passenger seat in the interior.
Moreover, lifting the platform also means
moving the platform further to the front
of the vehicle, so you get more space and
less wasted room between the windscreen
and the dashboard. In addition, this
opportunity with the platform the Daily
has a C-Frame. This is a frame which is
very robust, but which also offers great
flexibility to the bodybuilder. It is easy to
mount outriggers, and cutting the frame
to install a lower rear overhang or extending the wheelbase is possible without
expensive reinforcement or connectors.
This usp’s offers not only an advantage in
the luxury business, but also added value
to the product, which has a lower GVW
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and cost less than €150,000.
The urban, regional and international versions show how the Daily Hi-Matic is designed to be ready for any mission. The differences between each version include
options specifically addressing the three
missions, such as parking sensors for
urban and LDWS for the international
model. The three versions are targeted to
retail customer channels, but camper
customers also have the chance to acquire
these systems as well.

Aboutcamp BtoB - Over the years, Iveco
has been able to carve out its own niche in
the industry even for 3.5 tonnes vehicles,
thanks to a lucky combination between
performance, robustness, and effective
traction associated with the twin rear axle
(Daily C versions). The new Daily, in fact,
is fully qualified to conquer its own market
niche even in combination with the single
wheel rear axle (Daily S), especially considering that the currently most required
and sold types of vehicle, ie the semi-integrated and A-class vehicles, often privilege
agility and road car performance. The
absolute predominance of 2.2 or 2.3 liters,
150 bhp engines these vehicles feature
today is contrasted by the Daily’s 2.3 146
bhp Multijet F1A which combines brilliant
performance, elasticity and lightness.
Now, the question is: how come that this
engine cannot be currently matched with
the Hi-Matic gearbox, unlike the less
powerful (and performant) 106 and 126
hp F1AT or the larger (and heavier) 170
and 205 hp F1C?
Iveco - In recent years, the 35C17 with the
twin wheel axle has sold very well in southern European markets like Italy.
Customers enjoy the twin wheel on the
rear, in combination with rear wheel traction. This is the symbol of a very strong
drive line. But in the 3.5-tonne segment is
also the remaining pay load a very difficult
point. That’s why we developed the well
known camper chassis with the twin
wheel on the rear, and also a camper chassis with a single wheel on the rear.
The customer will keep the strength of a
rear wheel drive with its usp, like considertable traction and a trailer load up to
3,500kg, but with a version that is 70kg
lighter than the twin-wheel version. The
Hi-Matic gearbox was introduced in the
camper market very quickly. Our engineers
followed a very tight development plan. In
the camper segment you have to launch in
dedicated periods, otherwise you lose a
year. So, we were forced to reduce our
combinations to be ready in time. We took
the decision to have the Hi-Matic on the

most popular engines, like the 170hp F1C
and the 205hp F1C. We know that we are
missing this gearbox, especially on our
light chassis in combination with the
powerful 2.3 litre engine, and we are sure
that we will close this gap very soon.

Aboutcamp BtoB - Let’s consider first
technology, functionality, duration and
management of the Hi-Matic system over
time and in relation to the camper conversion compared to the traditional six-speed
manual gearbox: what is the Hi-Matic
system burden in terms of weight, with
the same version? Due to the torque converter, the automatic transmission is often
regarded as a slightly more fuel voracious
system compared to a traditional mechanical system. Does this also apply to HiMatic or being able to count on two additional gear-ratios and, consequently, on
lower engine rotation speed, reverses the
situation to the automatic’s benefit? What
are the maintenance service intervals for a
Hi-Matic system and what are its changes
in terms of wear, compared to the classic
manual system?
Iveco - The Daily Hi-Matic is synonymous
with versatility. Although at first glance it
would perhaps be reasonable to assume
that a vehicle with an automatic transmission must be intended predominantly for
urban use, with a view to maximising
comfort, with the Daily Hi-Matic this is not
the case.
The eight-speed transmission is also suitable for mixed use and for long-distance
driving. With regard to fuel consumption
in particular, the dual overdrive transmission (two ratios, with a ratio of less than 1
for the seventh and eighth gears) guarantees lower engine speeds even when the
wheels are turning at the same rate, compared to a vehicle with the same features
and a manual transmission.
In addition to this, the potential to shift to
ECO gear-change mode and the selfadapting change strategy allows the Daily
Hi-Matic to change gear in accordance
with the ideal engine speed, minimising
fuel consumption and maintaining superior levels of comfort and driveability.
Finally, the Daily Hi-Matic also brings further benefits in the form of reduced maintenance costs. Compared to the same
model with manual transmission, the Daily
Hi-Matic affords a reduction in maintenance and repair costs of up to 10 per cent,
thanks to three key factors – the use of a
special oil which only needs to be changed
every 200,000km, the total absence of a
mechanical clutch and, finally, all-round
protection of the power train.

ched during 2014, was favorably welcome in
the world of high-end recreational vehicles:
if, in fact, the construction of vehicles with
total mass below/equal to 3.5 tonnes has
diminished, the construction of prestigious
vehicles with 50, 60, 65 or 70 quintals chassis is constantly increasing. From
Niesmann+Bischoff to Concorde, from
Carthago in Morelo, from RMB to Phoenix
via Detleffs, LeVoyageur, Bimobil, the torinese commercial van represents a unanimous
choice in premium European class and
begins to consider even the Australian market, where it has been already present for a
long time and where it is currently used by
several manufacturers, including Sunliner, for
what concerns low profile and cabcovered
characterized by wide side slide-out.
Speaking of prices, the Hi-Matic system is
proposed with an overcharge of approximately 4,500 Euros, while for what concerns
the weights, these vehicles feature additional
40 kg compared to the traditional six-speed
manual gear. Last but not least, the double
clutch gearbox represents, even for commercial vehicles, a crucial step toward the future:
half way between a manual and an automatic gearbox, it features a structure similar to
the manual one but an operation similar to
an automatic one. Actually, it is a gearbox
including two shafts connected to two clutches, which, in turn, are connected to the
drive shaft: the odd gear ratios are placed on
the first shaft, while the even are on the

other one. The two shafts turn at the same
time, but only one, thanks to its own clutch,
transfers the rotary motion from the engine
to the drive shaft. Thanks to this process,
while the vehicle is traveling with a gear ratio
on, the system always prepares the next one
and, in the case of gear shifting, this is
almost instantaneous, without interruptions,
shocks or the usual system slippage with torque converter. As to weight, a very popular
topic when it comes to recreational vehicles,
the double clutch system not only proves to
be more lightweight than an automatic, converter-equipped one but also has slightly
lower fuel consumption.

VOLKSWAGEN TRANSPORTER: DSG
On commercial vehicles, the dual clutch
gearbox was introduced by Volkswagen: the
Wolfsburg maison, in fact, has equipped for
some years the Transporter (both the fifth
and the brand new sixth-generation) with 7
speeds DSG 7 gearbox: an extremely innovative solution that will soon be available also
in conjunction with four-wheel drive
4Motion and that, in all likelihood, will also
be available for the next generation of the
Volkswagen Crafter, which is scheduled for
the next year and whose front wheel drive
trucks are already in advanced stage of
testing on the European roads.
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Plastoform Smarjeta d.o.o. - Šmarjeta 64
8220 Šmarješke Toplice - Slovenija - Tel: + 386 7 3844200
Web: www.plastoform.eu - Email: info@plastoform.eu

Thermoforming innovators
For four decades Plastoform Smarjeta is a synonym for transforming thermoplastic using the thermoforming
method. Based in Slovenia, the company is today one of the leading European manufacturers of thermoformobile plastic materials for the RV sector.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

From the left: Michael Gregorčič (Plastoform Blanca General
Manager), Franc Gregorčič (Plastoform Group CEO),
Franc Gregorčič jr. (Plastoform Smarjeta General Manager)

lastoform Smarjeta is transforming
thermoplastic using the thermoforming method for over 40 years. Long
years of experience in this field have led the
company to become one of the leading
European manufacturers of thermoformobile
plastic materials in the RV sector. The internal
development department and tool-making
unit are responsible for producing new products and tools and are the driving forces
that significantly contributes in the growth of
Plastoform's business results.
The process starts with 3D design through
CAD/CAM tools, such as ThinkDesign,
HyperMILL, SolidCAM and AutoCAD. The
handling of the tools is carried out exclusively in a modern CNC working unit that enables handling of tools of up to 4500 mm x
2600 mm in dimension.
The company slogan
“From the idea to the
final product” shows
the aspirations to
help Plastoform’s
partners from the
concept phase to
the delivery at their
facilities. «We are a
thermoforming
company
with the capability to support par-
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tners from the idea to the final products –
says Franc Gregorcic jr, Plastoform general manager – our technological
equipment with superior hardware
allows us to realize ambitious goals
and our policy of intense investments in combination with experienced and highly-skilled work
staff represents a guarantee of quality service and products to our customers
also in the future. We are a global supplier in
the RV market and we have customers all
over the world. In Australia, for example, we
work with Jayco and Avan, in USA with
Pleasent Valley, in Japan with Nuts RV, and in
Europe with the major manufacturers: Adria
mobil, Carthago, Lunar, Knaus Tabbert,
Cabby, Elddis, Kabe and more.»
Assembly of the parts, either by gluing, ultrasonic welding or screwing is carried out by
highly qualified employees. Technological
equipment with top-level machinery, enables
Plastoform to realize its high aimed aspirations. For thermoforming Plastoform uses a
modern, computer controlled thermoforming machines with the maximum dimension 3500 mm x 2500 mm x 1000 mm.
The CNC trimming is possible thanks to the
technologically advanced 5 axis CNC machines that ensure precise repetitive trimming
guided by a modern software. For products
that require thermal or acoustic isolation
Plastoform uses PU Foam Technology. At the
same time it enlarges the rigidity and
the impact resistance.
The company is
engaged
with
textiling interior
elements used, for
example, in the RV’s
living areas. When
there is no 3D CAD
model Plastoform uses

the
assistance
of the
3D scanner
to make an
identical copy of the
product. The 3D scanner can
also be used for the control of dimensions
and determine the tolerances of the end product.
Plastoform is ISO 9001 certified and it is in
the process of acquiring the ISO/TS 16949.
«We are a very flexible company and we are
also happy to produce parts for little companies with small orders – says Franc Gregorcic
jr - Our clients are our main asset. Thanks to
the uniqueness of each of them we could
develop our creativity and our skills to be
able to win any challenge. Our main commitment is interpreting our clients’ needs and
enhance their products within a dynamic framework. This can be reached only through a
relationship of mutual trust and regard with
them».

Plastoform Blanca d.o.o. - Kladje nad Blanco 35
8283 Blanca - Slovenija - Tel: + 386 7 8164 600
Web: www.plastoform.eu/blanca - Email: blanca@plastoform.eu

Acrylic windows manufacturer

ourty years of experience have enabled Plastoform Blanca to become an
important manufacturer of acrylic windows and other plastic elements for different
applications. Plastoform Blanca d.o.o. has
been operating as an independent company
within the Group Plastoform since 2009. The
annual production is about 200 thousand
windows for mobile homes and caravans,
which fully meet all European safety and
quality requirements. The company has its
own development section and the toolshop,
so the products can be designed internally,
according to customers' ideas. Plastoform
Blanca produces windows for the RTV industry, including roof windows and door windows. Moreover, it produces also traditional
glazed interior and exterior lights, and glazing for LED. It is a special acrylic sheet which
allows a very even dispersion of light. Sheets
are available in a variety of intense colors.

F

Single Formed Window s
The single formed windows, have been the
first choice of manufacturers of caravans and
motorhomes for a long time and still drive
the trends in the leisure industry.They have
one pane formed, the other is straight. The
standard catalog includes six models of windows:
- AM02: with special construction of the
hinge that is hidden behind the acrylic, this
window has an unforgettable and distinctive
signature of quality made by Plastoform.
Numerous available dimensions enable
various combinations.
- TM windows: with aluminium hinge installed on the top of the window so that it is visi-

ble. To make the appearance of
the hinge as nice as possible it is
usually matched with colors of
print or acrylic and it makes the
appearance of the whole window very strong.
- VAN: windows produced for
vehicles with parabolic walls, so
that they fit them perfectly.
They can be installed with the
same outer dimension on different wall openings. This enables
more room for manoeuvre
when designing the internal of
the vehicle.
- CM: windows with design rounded and
very eye-catching with specially hidden hinge
behind the acrylic so that the windows seem
very light and give a look unique and unforgettable to the vehicle.
- DM: design of the windows appeals in trapezium shape gives the vehicle distinctive
appearance. Different colours of acryl and
the silkscreen print pattern combination
determines the eye-catching look of your
caravan.
- RM 14 ECO: window with modern design
and lower cost. The look is attractive, design
is rounded, but the windows has only one
pane formed. It is distinguished by fairly flat
outer surface, sharp lines and small outer
radiuses.
Double formed w indow s
To follow the guidelines and trends in the
field of caravan leisure industry, Plastoform
Blanca have expanded its offer with double
formed windows. They have inner and outer

pane of window formed, which enables the
appearance of a completely flat window. This
means that the window has minimal distance between outer pane and the wall of the
vehicle. Two models in the catalog:
- RM: one of so-called flat windows, windows which fully fit to the caravan wall. The
speciality of the design is that both panes are
formed what gives the window very flush
appearance from the side. The distance from
the caravan wall and the window
is only app. 12mm.
- RM 14: premium collection
windows and the top of design
by Plastoform s development.
Window is double formed, very
flush and it perfectly covers the
needs of new high standard
vehicles. The novelty on the window is a new hinge bar composition, aluminum profile with plastic endings that cover the whole
upper line of the window. It gives
the window strong appearance,
ensures the stability and quality
of perfect hinge system and also
reduces weight of the whole window composition.
Aluminium framed w indow s
Concerning the aluminium framed windows,
the product is called Eurovision. Smooth lines
give this product unsurpassable visual appearance and different available dimensions enable creation of perfect design of the whole
vehicle. Double acrylic panes with accessories
complete the modern design of the window
and offer you a clear view on your surroundings. EuroVision window is supplied in combination with mosquito net and blind,
both fitted in aluminum
framework that
even emphasizes
the
strength of
the whole
product.

Quality, first of all

he production of acrylic products is based on strict requirements for high quality
for both, used materials and finished products. All windows correspond to required standards for the purposes of glazing for leisure vehicles. Plastoform Blanca d.o.o.
has established, maintained and documented quality system in accordance with the
requirements of ISO 9001:2008 standard as a way to ensure the compliance of products with the agreed requirements. Windows that are manufactured for caravans,
motorhomes and other vehicles are approved and meet the requirements of the certificate E1. The approval authority Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt in Germany granting a certificate E1 approved the use of Plastoform Blanca products in the automotive industry.
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Via A.Vivaldi, 40/A - 50041 Calenzano – (FI) – Italy
Tel: +39 055 8825239 - Fax: +39 055 8878086
E-mail: info@project-2000.it - Web: www.project-2000.it

With a move, the table disappears
Project 2000 realized an innovative dinette foldable table that disappears into the wall. The official presentation occurred at the Caravan Salon 2015, on the special vehicles Fiat Van Ducato 4x4 Expedition.
Words Giorgio Carpi

nce again, Project 2000 cooperates
with Tecnoform, the Bologna-based
company specialized in the realization of furniture components for caravan
and motorhomes. This happened already in
2012 with Tecnoform Design Lab, a caravan
built by the American OEM Airstream with
interiors realized by Tecnoform and for
which Project 2000 had developed an inedited remotely-controlled mechanism to lift
the central bed in the bedroom. At the
Caravan Salon 2015, the news is a table
mechanism for the dinette that disappears
into the wall. This solution was developed
for the two “Show Camper Van Ducato 4x4
Expedition” built by Fiat with the coopera-

O

tion of Tecnoform and presented at the
Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf and at the
Salone del Camper in Parma. Project 2000
supplied the TV Brackets, the Bed Frames
and designed, in cooperation with
Tecnoform, this new table leg. “The system
is formed by a shell anchored on to the wall
that contains the table and the mechanism
to open it – says Davide Nardini, CEO of
Project 2000 srl – It is sufficient to lift the
table in vertical and then flip it over horizontally by 90 degrees. There are not table
legs, and this provides considerable comfort
to the occupants”. The system has a similar
weight to the one of a standard dinette
table, since the supplementary weight of

Pull-down bed lengthwise

n the low profile Dethleffs 4-travel, the pull-down bed realized by Project 2000 is positioned lengthwise and not across
the way. It can now be pulled down far enough so that everyone can get into bed as easily as in a fixed double bed. The sleeping area of 200 x 140 cm is significantly bigger
than any classical pull-down bed. By dispensing with another fixed bed, it is possible
to create an inside space which is open
and spacious and features a luxurious en
suite bathroom across the entire width
of the vehicle.

I
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the shell is balanced by the lack of a proper
table leg. The shell has a thickness of just
140 mm, is realized in boxed aluminum and
can be covered with the ennoblements
used for the other details of the vehicle. The
table can get to important dimensions and
is applicable on any type of RV, including
caravans. The version developed has two
foldable portions that further enlarge the
surface, creating a wide and easily enjoyable table. “We have developed this table
together with Tecnoform and are very satisfied with this partnership – continues
Davide Nardini – The possibility to free, with
a single movement, the dinette from the
obstruction of the table opens new scenarios in the research for space onboard.
When not needed, in fact, the table limits
the habitability and represents an obstruction, both in movement and not. This is
clear to the British, that have the habit to
remove the table and put it in the wardrobe. Now, even them will have a more simple solution for this purpose».

Contacts:
Davide Nardini - davide@project-2000.it
Lorenzo Manni - commerciale@project-2000.it

Project 2000 is partner of Trigano in Triaca project

roject 2000 has participated in the Triaca
project of Trigano SPA, an innovative,
lightweight concept camper, where particular
attention was paid to the interiors, energy
savings and functionality. The project, started
in 2012, was financed by Regione Toscana
and was implemented with the participation
of the Department of Architecture of the
University of Florence and other major partners including the department of
Communication Sciences of the University of
Siena. Triaca has the goal of reducing the
campers’ fuel and energy consumption
through the application of innovative materials and technologies. A true concentrate of
innovations, it features, for example, the eco
resin–made floor, and the walls covered with
a basalt-composite laminated panels, the
walled inner structure, the roof made of foamed PVC, the control unit with measuring
functions for the energy consumed. Project
2000 participated in the project by providing
a fold-down bed, a telescopic leg featuring
automatic lift and translation of the base of
the dinette table and an innovative system
that allows a portion of the roof to be raised
to allow the expansion of the inner volume
and increase livability and comfort without

P

invading the side space surrounding the vehicle. "We received this assignment in 2013,
says David Nardini, Project 2000 CEO “and
from the very beginning this challenge thrilled us. We concentrated on some essential
characteristics of the roof lifting system:
system reliability, low electrical absorption,
thermal comfort of the passenger compartment and maximum internal comfort. The
critical factors for the development of this
vertically-oriented, "slide out"-type system,
were many, but we found suitable solutions
for each technical and aesthetic requirement
and we are very satisfied with the final
result". Obviously, this is still a prototype that
needs to be adequately developed, but the
basic lines are drawn. Project 2000 had to
take into account the aerodynamic impact
that this portion of the roof would have had,
when closed, during the ride, minimizing the
outside thickness. Similarly, it limited the
inner thickness, which is only 90 mm, when
the roof is closed, to achieve the maximum
comfort possible. The vertical lift occurs
through 4 parallelograms simultaneously
operated by electric actuators with a final
height of 850 mm. All the volume created by
the raised roof is completely free and availa-

ble and creates a great feeling of spaciousness. With the roof open you can even sleep
on the fold-down bed, leaving it all up, providing maximum comfort for the passenger
compartment below. Thanks to the use of
parallelograms, when the roof is open, an
incredible rigidity of the system was obtained.
In addition, the coating is designed to be
compacted into a small space, to be totally
water-proof, allowing you to create a internal
counter wall where the hot air can be channeled to allow for the use of the roof in the
raised position even when the climate is colder. The focus was on the limitation of the
power consumption: the entire system is operated by a small 5 A geared motor, which provides a very low consumption if you consider
weights and masses involved.

Supex products

ffective January 2015, Super Products has been
appointed official agent and distributor of
Project 2000 for Australia and New Zealand. Supex
products provides high quality products to
Camping, Outdoor and Hardware retailers, as well as
RV Manufacturers. It is a family owned business operating from
Goulburn, New South Wales. “We are very pleased to be associated
with PROJECT 2000 - said Gavin Kennard, Supex Product’s sales
manager - and we actively presenting our products to the OEM and
retail markets in Australia and NZ. If it is quality components that
your customers demand, then PROJECT 2000 range of RV
Accessories are the option to select”. “We are happy to having established this relationship with Supex Products as they are knowledgeable of the Australian market and have shown a proactive attitude towards the customer and our products – said Lorenzo Manni,
Project 2000 sales manager – We look forward to boost our sales
and reputation in the market thanks to their effort and services”.
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TecnoWall s.r.l. - Via Sardegna, 15 IT - 53036 Poggibonsi (Siena) – Italy
Tel: +39 0577988285 - Fax: +39 0577988961
Web: www.tecnowall.it

The revolution starts
from the bottom up
Sandwich
Sandwich panels
panels –– and
and more.
more. Tecnowall
Tecnowall manufactures
manufactures profiles
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the bottom to the frame, saving on time and assembly costs.
Words Giorgio Carpi

Yuri Pierini
Sales Manager

nnovation is everything for a company
that wants to be competitive in a global
market that is increasingly more complex, which
is why TecnoWall doesn’t stop at the results it’s achieved,
but continues to be proactive, year after year. A relatively young
business, founded at the start of the millennium, the Italian
based TecnoWall has sought right from the outset to bring innovation to the specific segment of sandwich panels from which the
bodies of RVs are made, an industrial sector that for a long time
has been bound by established, almost immutable patterns.
TecnoWall’s product catalogue lists various types of sandwich
panels, created by combining a variety of different linings (plywood sheets, slabs of fiberglass, aluminium, etc.) with an internal
insulating core (EPS expanded polystyrene foam, polyurethane
foam, XPS extruded polystyrene foam, and more). The components are bonded in a press using either the traditional liquid
polyurethane adhesive method, or more modern systems such as
a hot melt thermal fuse adhesive and bicomponent, which is very
resistant and allows for savings in material.
However, TecnoWall is most innovative with its in-house production of perimeter profiles as an alternative to traditional wooden
slats. Indeed, the Tuscan based manufacturer has for some time
now been making use of a specific product named TecnoPlast,
built with pure, non-recycled, prestigious materials, providing
excellent mechanical resistance characteristics. It is produced in
plates 78 cm wide by 450 cm long, and a maximum height of 60
mm, which are then cut or shaped as required. Unlike wood, it
has an extremely low water absorption capacity (on average less
than 2.5% over the long term; under 0.2% in 24 hours, in compliance with EN 12087), making it immune to possible infiltrations in sandwich panels. TecnoPlast is proposed in three variations, based on the density: 350, 400 and 450 kg/m3. But the
crown jewel of TecnoWall’s offering in this field are bars made
with the same polyurethane base as FibroPlast and Tecnoplast:
also intended to replace the skeleton of wooden slats inside flo-
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ors,
but with unique features that make it one of
the most interesting entries in
TecnoWall’s product catalogue. The bar incorporates an aluminium profile that makes the element
extremely resistant, while not foregoing its lightweight characteristics. The metallic element does not occupy the entire
thickness of the bar, so as to create the necessary thermal break.
These structural profiles can be used in various parts of the body
of a motorhome, but their optimal application lies in floors.
Normally, sandwich floor panels are bolted to the side members
of the chassis and then, to cover the heads of the bolts, a PVC
coating is laid that forms the floor level inside the cabin.
TecnoWall exceeds these limits, thanks to its structural profiles
inserted in the floor’s sandwich panels. The most evolved version
of the structural profile has a cavity in the lower part of the aluminium profile: inside this channel are inserted metal rods with a
special threaded hole in which the screws are inserted. Bolted to
the chassis from below, the panels therefore have an incorporated fastening system and do not require subsequent work processes. This allows builders to save on production and assembly
times, as well as providing extreme freedom in conceiving the
interior decor. Using a threaded bar as wide as the entire floor
would prove too heavy and costly, so small bars only a few centimeters long are employed, interspersed with pre-calibrated
polystyrene elements, so that the fastening hole matches perfectly with the chassis’ side member.
With technologically advanced products such as these, TecnoWall
allows recreational vehicle manufacturers to innovate in their
building techniques, providing concrete solutions to the everlasting issue of water infiltration and weight containment.

Contacts:
Yuri Pierini
E-Mail: commerciale@tecnowall.it

FibroPlast

aunched on the market two years ago,
FibroPlast is one of semi-finished products TecnoWall provides to overcome
the limitations of wood in the construction
of motorhome bodies. Many similarities exist
with TecnoPlast, starting with the polyurethane base and bars. However, FibroPlast
goes one step further, introducing into the
mixture a percentage of fiberglass (about a
third of the total), allowing for a weight
reduction of about 30% with the same
mechanical characteristics. In essence,
FibroPlast is perfect for building perimeter
profiles of sandwich panels used for the
body: it’s a material that has a high resistance to torsion, providing good thermal insulation, adheres easily and, not least, does not
deform under the typical heat motorhome bodies are subjected to when
exposed to sunlight (operating temperature
limits
40/+100°C).
“Fibroplast is
an exceptional product,”
affirms
Yuri
Pierini, owner
and sales manager
of TecnoWall, “and
finally, two years after
its introduction to the
market, manufacturers everywhere are
beginning to appreciate its qualities, not just
here in Italy. We’ve just completed the supply
of bars to a manufacturer specializing in
large slide out motorhomes: extreme mechanical resistance was required, especially in
terms of torsion, as well as outstanding thermal insulation characteristics, and FibroPlast
was chosen as an advanced material capable
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Company Profile

ISO 845

DENSITY

kg/m3 300 ± 10% 350 ± 8% 400 ± 7%

THERMAL PROPERTIES

Thermal conductivity

UNI EN 13165

Coefficient of linear thermal expansion
Glass transition temperature

DMA (3 point bending)

Temperature limits in use

W/m°K

0,041

0,043

0,049

%

0,044

0,049

0,059

ºC

>140

>140

>145

ºC

-0,4

-0,4

-0,4

COMPRESSION RESISTANCE WITH DEFORMATION OF 10%

Parallel to the fibres direction

ISO 844

kPa

>12000

>13000

>15500

Perpendicular to the fibres direction

ISO 844

kPa

>4000

>4100

>4500

UNI EN ISO 178

N/mm²

>13

>21

>23

ISO 527-2

N/mm²

>430

>500

>750

UNI EN ISO 178

N/mm²

>680

>1050

>1100

ASTM C 421

%

<1

<1

<0,5

TENSILE STRENGTH

ISO 572-2

N/mm²

>9

>15

>15

IMPACT RESISTANCE

DIN EN ISO 179-2

kJ/m²

>16

>20

>22

ISO 527-2

%

>1,5

>1,8

>2,2

Parallel to the fibres direction

Pull-out test

(N)

>800

>1420

>1600

Perpendicular to the fibres direction

Pull-out test

(N)

>950

>1640

>1800

EN 12087

%

<2,6

<2,7

<2,8

%

<0,3

<0,2

<0,2

V-1

V-2

V-2

FLEXURAL STRENGTH
ELASTIC MODULUS
FLEXURAL MODULUS
FRIABILITY

ELONGATION AT BREAK
SCREW EXTRACTION RESISTANCE

WATER BEHAVIOUR

Long term water absorption
Dimensional change after 24 hours in the water
REACTION TO FIRE

of ensuring all these qualities. We’ve invested a great deal in this product, including
the very recent acquisition of new machinery
to cope with an increase in production.
Operational as of January 2016, the new
plant will feature a controlled liquid dosing
system, with constant temperature monitoring and an automated management of the
process capable of guaranteeing constant
quality, fewer imperfections and no
constraints
imposed by
hot or cold
seasonal
changes.”
Fibroplast is

UL94

supplied in plates, starting from 780 mm in
width and 450 cm in length, with a maximum thickness of 60 mm. It is produced in
three variations: 300, 350 and 400 kg/m3 in
density. The intermediate FibroPlast 350 version, for instance, provides a thermal conductivity of 0.043 W/m°K, flexural strength
exceeding 21 N/mm², tensile strength greater than 15 N/mm² and long term water
absorption (EN 12087) below 2.7%.

T

ecnoWall was founded in 2001 in Tavarnelle Val di Pesa, working straightaway with companies such as Arca and Mirage,
supplying sandwich panels designed for motorhome bodies. In 2006, the company’s production site was transferred to
Poggibonsi, with a subsequent increase in production space in 2009. Today, the business provides employment for about
twenty people, availing itself of a covered production site measuring 5800 square meters. TecnoWall continues to operate in
the motorhome body segment, supplying manufacturers with sandwich panels for walls, roofs and floors. It makes use of a
variety of core materials, from traditional expanded polystyrene (EPS) to more modern extruded polystyrene foam (XPS), as
well as closed cell PVC, polyurethane and honeycomb polypropylene. Traditional internal wooden battens are combined with
polyurethane frames, using metal reinforcements. With a strong presence throughout the European recreational vehicle market, TecnoWall also boasts business relations with manufacturers in China, Australia and South Africa. The motorhome sector predominates, but the company also works in the naval and heavy transport vehicle sector, in addition to producing
panels for the construction of prefabricated housing. TecnoWall possesses UNI EN ISO 9001:2000 certification.
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The slide out charm conquers
also Europeans
Slide-out walls-equipped caravans and motorhomes are increasingly
present in the 35 quintals campers and vans sector. Here our analysis of the European market.
Words Michel Vuillermoz

"compact", while "normal" exceeds the seven meters limit
to reach even eight. A growing trend that curiously went
hand in hand with the beds number and sleeping capacity reduction, which entails cabins increasingly designed
to meet the needs of the couples (primarily) or, at most, of
the classic three/four members family. Saying goodbye to
the classical dinette, increasingly replaced by solutions
integrated with the driver's cab, manufacturers were
able to deliver the necessary space to achieve real rear
bedrooms, combining them with large garage compartments, toilet with shower and large kitchens. That
means "less living, more services, more bedrooms,
more garage", which is well matched with average
large cockpits intended to offer the maximum comfort only to two persons. Can we do more? Yes, we
can. Technologies allow us to do so. Actually, they
have always been used across the ocean as well as here in
Europe. In the United States, a new-built vehicle with no extensible walls has been a rare thing for decades now; a solution involving any class of vehicles, from the mainstream to luxury.

hey are barely seen on the Old Continent roads, but in all likelihood this condition is going to dramatically change in a very
near future: they are the vehicles with extensible or, better,
slide-out walls. For decades absolute protagonists of the vast majority of the made in USA creations before, and made in Australia then,
this type of product has always struggled to carve its own niche in
the Old Continent, having to come to terms with more limited parking spaces and, above all, with the actual limit often represented by
an overall mass kept below 3500 kg in accordance with the requirements of the road code concerning vehicles that can be driven with
the normal license B. Overcabs, motorhome and low profiles following the evolution of the basic vehicles, grew significantly in size,
thus redefining the home concepts with increasingly large and comfortable cockpits. In fact, if at the beginning of the Nineties a vehicle considered to be of normal size was characterized by about 6
meters length, today the same length is associated with the word
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The European-style maxi-motorhome
In the Old Continent, the slide-out has always been chased, with
mixed results, almost exclusively by the most prestigious,
Germany-manufactured vehicles: high-class overcabs and
motorhomes, made with no expense spared to meet any
possible requirement. Over the years, the proposals by
Niesmann+Bischoff, Concorde, Morelo, RMB, various Mobil
or Volkner-Mobil, only to name a few, have been and are
quite different: luxury motorhomes, with large interiors guaranteed
by lengths even of 10 or 11 meters, designed to be actual suite on
wheels to be used in long travels for several months each year, often
cleverly adjusted by German specialist Klaus Hunerkopf. From the
prestigious atelier of Neukirchen, in fact, interesting changes made
on various Flair, Palace and Charisma come, almost all marked by a
left side slide-out on the passenger compartment front, with a
length of at least 250 cm and designed to accommodate the traditional side sofa as well as the equally classic kitchen block. Unique
solutions, of course, that on vehicles already featuring a width
higher than the average, inevitably ensure a large inner space, transforming a modern bar/executive style living in an actual living room
offering the maximum space for a pleasant and relaxing wellness. In
this regard, one of the most recent achievements of Hunerkopf, a
Concorde Charisma 920 which the atelier has installed three exten-

Frankia - I 830 SD-VS
sibles on, is exemplary: beside the classic
one, aimed at the living room, we have two
additional ones, symmetrical, in the rear
area of the passenger’s compartment, dedicated to the sumptuous bedroom with double nautical bed in the centre over the car
garage. Vehicles featuring maximum prestige and maximum customizing possibility
deserve the maximum of the technology:
these vehicles use particularly sophisticated
materials as the carbon fiber, thus ensuring
extreme robustness, lightness and aesthetic
perfection but requiring adequate investments, often charged to the final customer, with figures very close to 30,000 Euro
per single vehicle. A price that, of course,
represents a further total cost increase even
for vehicles whose list price is already far
over the 200,000 Euro, but that becomes
utterly unfeasible for mainstream vehicles
where it would almost double their regular
price. Yet, even in this class, there’s no shortage of proposals.
The slide-out pioneers among the
"small"
Starting from the early 2000s, several manufacturers have invested resources in the
variable volume cockpits development: first
and foremost Frankia that with the pioneering Vario-Space has introduced side and/or
rear slide-out even on six meters overcabs,
low profiles and motorhomes, generally
using the extensible for the location of the
always ready double bed (on more compact
cabins) or, on the larger ones, nestled first
on Fiat Ducato equipped with AL-KO AMC
chassis and subsequently on the more performant Iveco Daily 70C, in the rear part,
aimed at the living, with a side sofa ready to
transform itself, during a stop, in an actual
chaise longue. Frankia 670 GD VS featured a
rear room with garage space and, on top of
this, a cross double bed inside of the slideout which, when removed, allowed for the
transformation into twin beds. Absolutely
ingenious, the idea proposed by Frankia was
in need of an extremely sturdy structure.
Actually, the removable portion covered not
only

the slide-out, but also
the entire rear wall,
with a double wall
(internally fixed and
externally removable,
properly supported
by major longitudinal members and
sliding
rails
below, placed
under the bottom floor and
solidly connected to the
vehicle TOKO
AMC
chassis, which
the traditional
automatic-extractable veranda was added
to, designed to protect the upper
portion of the fundamental gaskets and
enable them to ensure the seal as needed. A
technically valid as well as stylistically acceptable solution, thanks to a good integration
of the extensibile, even though the presence
of a double wall and, consequently, the
necessary lower supporting tools, hardly
could be compatible with a total mass within
the canonical 3,500 kg limit. France , however, is not the only manufacturer committed
to democratizing the slide out: probably less
famous, but equally important, were the
attempts Knaus has made over the years,
who equipped the version 750 TS with an
extendable side wall designed to increase
the available living area space, with the
whole U-shaped side dinette that, protruding 50 cm along the left wall, significantly
increased not only the interior space but also
and especially the usable surface of the
living and, consequently, of the double bed
made available through its transformation.
This is a particularly interesting example,
because Knaus made this solution available
not only on the flagship Eurostar series, but
also proposed it in conjunction with the less
expensive and sophisticted Azur and
Sudwind: in 2001, the extensible movement
system was manual and the extensible was
located just above the double central
axis to ensure a good
weights

Beauer 3X

balance. Obviously, many
things have changed
since then. The Knaus
Group was not the only one
to install the slide-out on a
caravan. In 2012, the brand Eterniti presented the Genesis IB 4 at NEC in Birmingham,
a dual axis luxury caravan also characterized
by an extensible side aimed at increasing the
space available for the bedroom and kitchen
block, while even more extreme was the
innovative BeauEr 3X, a super small caravan
produced by the French company Beauer,
which was characterised not only by one
slide-out, but from a real telescopic body
that, during stops, literally triples the habitable volume, exactly as the model naming,
3X, points out. A habitable volume that triples, then, by not expanding both on the
right and left side for the canonical 50 or 70
cm of the conventional slide-out, but for the
entire vehicle width, with the floor area
increasing, in less than a minute, from 4 to
12 square meters. With an almost quiet
beginning, this caravan-concept proposed
by the French company brings with it a true
radicalisation of the extensible space concept, while providing an interesting interpretation of the "downsizing on the road" and
"upzing when necessary" concepts on
which anybody would agree, ensuring everything that usually appears irreconcilable,
i.e compactness on travel in favor of ease
(and cost) on stops, amplitude, and habitability during stops, and that may not be limited to the small caravan 3X: BeauEr, in fact,
is about to propose the concept combined
with both a larger size caravan (i.e. featuring
a floor area of 27 square meters), the 3X+,
and a motorized, the 3XC.
Slide out today
Almost fifteen years later, it is again a caravan proposed by the KnausTabbert group to
believe in the possibilities the slide-out
offers. Tabbert’s production flagship, the
Cellini 750 HTD, is indeed available both in
"standard" version and extensible wallequipped one: with electric up-down system
and based on the tried and tested Lippert InWall Slide-Out system which is no longer
only aimed at extending the living usable
surface, but at significantly increasing the
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entire caravan internal space, with block kitchen and bedroom featuring cross central
double bed that come out transforming an
already sophisticated room into a real maxi
suite. The price difference between Cellini
750 HTD and Cellini 750 HTD Slide-Out
amounts to about 14,000 Euro: a certainly
remarkable surcharge, which brings the
price of this product to compete in an absolutely elite range, but that makes us to consider two aspects. The first is given by the
system weight, which, including the necessary changes to the inner layout (with a different arrangement of the double bed), is
approximately 400 kg compared to the
homologous standard model, while the
second, very practical, concerns the heating
system: a significantly sized slide out is to
notably increase the vehicle internal volume
and, as a consequence, the air volume to be
heated. Therefore, the cockpit needs a more
powerful heating system. Therefore,
Tabbert, on the only extesible-equipped version, uses a second stove (electronic Truma
E2400), which, appropriately channelled,
complements the original system, based on
the classic Truma S5004.
Adria and Lippert Components
Today the motorized vehicles represent, in all
likelihood, the most immediate application
scope of the slide-out technology, not only
ultra-luxury products, but also vehicles that,
featuring smaller external and internal sizes,
may greatly benefit from the additional spaces one or more extensible provide.
Frankia’s challenge has now been taken up
by Adria with the brand new Compact SLS,
the superstar of the last Caravan Salon
Düsseldorf. A compact low profile, as the
naming points out, less than six meters long,
which is aimed at the couples, designed to
be agile and easy to drive (212 cm in width)
but capable of becoming, during stops, a
more comfortable camper, thanks to the
rear slide-out that, placed in the rear part of
the vehicle, above the classic garage locker,
creates, by protruding 70 cm, the space needed for two twin beds to be created. A vehicle, then, that constitutes a sort of synthesis
between the well-known and appreciated
Compact SP and SL, with the bulk of the first
during travels, and the convenience of the
Adria Compact SLS
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Tabbert Cellini 750 HTD Slide-Out

second once parked, which uses an electrical
up-down system, the brand new Euro Slide,
developed by Opp XL and now produced
and marketed by american specialist Lippert
Components. More agile than the one previously proposed by Frankia, the new Adria
Compact SLS slide-out chooses to minimize
the moving components, by featuring no
double wall, but ensuring anyway an excellent aesthetic result thanks to the accurate
combination between the frame and the
extendable portion, well emphasized by a
specific graphics and an extremely reduced
external profile, quite similar to the frame of
a normal service door, without overlapping
portions. In the upper portion, we find the
classic automatic-unfolding veranda (contextual to the slide-out coming out), while, the
up-down system uses an electric mechanism

with four synchronized engines operating on
endless screws. A very well integrated slideout, then, with rounded corners, particularly
thin size, which combining design and precise movements, promises to blaze new trails,
by marrying widely tested and tried technologies with an automotive design able to
easily match to even sophisticated products
of strictly European taste.
Erwin Hymer Group and AL-KO
Resulting from a collaboration between the
Erwin Hymer Group, AL-KO and the German
magazine Promobil, the Hymer mockups
propose what could be a slide out application on one of the vehicles produced the
prestigious German maison. A contest launched last January, invited the readers to virtually configure their vehicle by using an

extensible and combining layout and functionality based on standardized modules:
after a careful selection, the German house
has chosen the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon to
present the two vehicles capable of getting
consensus (out of a total of 340 different
proposals), with a side version aimed at
increasing the space available for a classic
dinette of 65 cm, actually transforming it
from a 4-seats into a 6-seats living room,
and into a rear one, conceptually similar to
that used on the Adria Compact SLS but featuring a central double bed that, with retracted slide-out, knee folds up and turns into a
smart sofa. Such a solution was already used
in late Nineties by Frankia for some
VarioSpace models, in particular on the compact IN 600 VS overcab, and it shows, even
several years later, its unquestionable validity. The slide-out used by Hymer, in particular,
has been developed in collaboration with
AL-KO: with electric up-down movement, it
does not use an endless screw mechanism
while opting for a toothed wheel one which
is better able, according to the Kotz factory
engineers, to ensure movement precision
and smoothness over the years. Another
cornerstone of the project concerns the
gaskets ability to ensure the best sealing between the various elements, thus eliminating
unpleasant draughts or, worse, dirt or water
ingress: the system, in fact, involves the pre-

sence of a double gasket, with a circumferential rubber hose which inflates creating a
true hermetic closure to and from the outside.
The slide-out UK version: Euro-Treka
For years, the anglo-saxon world has proved
to be particularly receptive and absolutely at
the forefront for what concerns the use and
development of recreational vehicle complete with slide-out.
Eclectic manufacturer, able to range from
pure campers and low profiles to special
vehicles aimed at sport teams to arrive up to
trailers, Moto-Trek, with its head- quarters in
West Yorkshire, uses one (or even two) side
slide-out on different models. The large
Euro-Treka low profiles, in fact, choose the
american Lippert’s In-Wall Slide-Out system
to significantly increase the already ample
spaces available guaranteed by an overall
length of 870 cm. Mounted on Fiat Ducato
or Peugeot Boxer with AL-KO AMC chassis
and dual rear axis, they are low-profiles
aimed to couples looking for maximum
comfort and feature three different interior
layouts.
Euro-Treka G offers a maxi front living with
opposite double-sofa and central table, central services, and, in the rear part, cross double bed over the garage: the slide-out, located in the vehicle front (right side), is desi-

gned to increase the living space available.
Euro-Trema IB proposes a L-shaped front
living opposite to a maxi kitchen block, toilet with separate shower and rear central
double bed: on this vehicle, the extensible
hosts the entire kitchen block that, coming
out, allows you to free up a considerable
space in the living room and toward the driver's cab. Even more interesting, symbolic
and perhaps even more close to the popular
picture of the extensible-equipped vehicles is
the Euro-Treka QB, characterized by two
slide-out: one along the right side, in the
vehicle front part, is aimed at a maxi sofa of
domestic type that, coming out, allows to
increase the space available for the kitchen
block, located on the opposite side, while
the second, along the left-hand side, is
aimed at the bedroom with cross central
double bed, featuring a solution not too dissimilar from that used by Tabbert on Cellini
HTD 750. Large and bulky vehicles, indeed.
To those who want to travel using more
compact vehicles, although featuring extraspace during stops, Moto-Trek proposes the
X-Cite series: two models, X-Cite EB and XCite G, with a length of just 638 cm, always
mounted on Ducato/Boxer but with a total
mass within 3.5 tonnes, feature a useful
front slide-out aimed at significantly increasing the living space, and maximizing the
interior space and, with the G version, allo-

The Zambelli’s proposal
lways at the Caravan Salon, another major brand
among the producers of components and accessories aimed at the recreational vehicles proposed its
own extendable wall mockup: the Zambelli company, an important industrial group specialized in metal
processing and actively present for more than 15
years now in caravanning industry, which now is
about to launch its own Slide-Out version. With
extremely car shapes and design, the Zambelli slideout chooses, exactly as the Euro Slide of Opp
XL/Lippert, to take the appearance of an ordinary
door aimed at service openings, with a frame featuring rounded corners and seamless integration,
once retracted, within the vehicle contour and no
protruding elements. Zambelli system has a very
clean design, without side guides on view, integrated within the structure. The system is now
proposed in combination with an extension possibility of 50 cm.

A
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Ih Motorhomes N 630 Sl

Euro-Treka X-CITE G

wing the vehicle to attract a much wider and varied customers’
group thanks to four beds, the half of which is made available by the
extra space the slide-out provide. Just like the large Euro-Treka, the
X-Cite exploit the Lippert Components’ In-Wall system. Prices start
from around £50,000 for compact models and from about 75,000
for the larger ones.

just in front of the doorway, and at the same time, to offer the centimetres necessary to ensure that the sofa can easily become a cross
central double bed, transforming a classic van into an actual small
loft complete with everything you could ever want in a recreational
vehicle.

IH motor homes
Even more emblematic are the IH Motor Homes products: specialized in the manufacture of high-end vans, this Knottingley manufacturer, in West Yorkshire, has in fact applied the side slide-out to the
classic van set on Fiat Ducato. An exemplary implementation, with
the extensible which externally uses the space of the traditional side
door, becoming completely invisible when not extracted, characterizes, in fact the interesting N 630 SL, a pure camper set on L4H2 van,
with a length of 636 cm and featuring a very British layout: maxi rear
toilet, L-shaped kitchen block and, in the front part, an actual living
room integrated with the driver's cab, with the slide-out that, by
offering a comfortable sofa within, allows you to free up the space

Lippert Components for Vans
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New Solutions: Lippert Components and Danbury
A solution similar to the IH N 630 SL, although proposed at prototype level, has been shown at the NEC 2015 by Lippert Components:
a van that enlarges only when needed, thanks to two extensibles
(side and rear), hidden on travel by the traditional basic vehicle’s original doors, which are made of fiberglass, thus combining strength,
space and robustness without impacting too much on weights,
about 50 kg per unit. New solutions, sometimes innovative as those
introduced for some years now by Danbury on the famous
Doubleback, which testify how research, progress and new ideas can
be formidable allies in the development of some new and innovative interior layouts. Because, all in all, on any vehicle, space is never
enough, especially the smart and flexible one.

